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Busan Metropolitan City, Republic of Korea
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Busan Port Bidge Fireworks
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Busan Tourist Information Center

31, Gudeok-ro, Jung-gu

051~253~ 8253

International Passenger Terminal Tourist
24, Chungjang-daero, Jung-gu
Information Center

051~ 465~3471

Gimhae lnt’l Airport(lnternational Line)
108, Gonghang-jinipro, Ganseo-gu
Tourist lnformation Center

051~973~2800

Gimhae lnt’l Airport(Domestic Line)
108, Gonghang-jinipro, Ganseo-gu
Tourist lnformation Center

051~973~ 4607

Nopodong Tourist Information Center

2238, Jungang-daero, Geumjeong-gu

051~502~7399

BEXCO Front Desk

55, APEC-ro, Haeundae-gu, Busan

051~740~7399

Busan Stn. Tourist Information Center

206, Jungang-daero, Dong-gu

051~ 441~6565

Taejongdae Tourist Information Center

316, Jeonmang-ro, Yeongdo-gu

051~ 860~7876

Changsun Tourist Information Center

1, Gwangbokjungang-ro, Jung-gu

051~242~ 8253

Shanghai Street Tourist Information Center 38, Daeyeong-ro 243beon-gil, Dong-gu

051~ 441~3121

Songjeong Tourist Information Center

62, Songjeonghaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu

051~749~5800

Haeundae Tourist Information Center

264, Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu

051~749~5700

Dalmaji-gil Tourist Information Center

190, Dalmaji-gil, Haeundae-gu

051~749~5710

U-Tourist Information Center Gwangalli Beach

219, Gwanganhaebyeon-ro, Suyeong-gu

051~610~ 4216

Medical Tourist Information Center

785, Gaya-daero, Busanjin-gu

051~607~6359

Gamcheon Culture Village Information Center 203 Gamnae 2-ro, Saha-gu, Busan

051~204 ~1444

These guides provide fun and interesting
explanations of the unique pieces of cultural
heritage and tourism resources in the Gamcheon
Culture Village.

START:

051~ 818~1330

Haeparang-gil Tourist Information Center 137, Oryukdo-ro, Nam-gu

Cultural Tourism Guides
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Planning Your Trip to Busan
Welcome to Busan, the second-largest city in Korea and
a major gateway to the rest of the Asian continent!
Your heart will go pit-a-pat with the thrill of discovering
this city of amazing beaches and ocean views.
Let’s get on our feet, and find out
as much as possible about this dynamic and bustling city.

To book our service, contact

BTO at 051~780~2168
Busan Metropolitan Government at
051~ 888~5186

24/7 Tourism Interpretation Service: Call 1330
Call Service 1330 provides simple and around-the-clock interpretation services for foreign visitors in
English, Japanese, Chinese, and other languages. Call 1330 for quick help with your communication
needs on taxis, in restaurants, and elsewhere while you tour Busan and other parts of Korea.
Service toll : basic telephone charge
Open 24/7.
Instructions of use : If you are calling from Busan, dial 1330
•If you are calling from outside of Korea, dial, 82 and the region number without 0
(For example, if you are calling from the United States regarding a service in Busan, dial 82+51+1330
•If you are currently in Busan and want to ask for service in another region of Korea, dial the regional
number of the region you wish to reach before dialing 1330
(For example, if you are calling about Seoul from Busan, dial 02+1330

1330

부산시 무료 와이파이 이용 안내

Busan provides free public WiFi access for smartphones,
tablet PCs, laptop computers, and other similar devices
at all popular public spots throughout the city.
How to access free public WiFi in Busan
Device type

Android

Drag the top bar downward
and turn on the “WiFi” signal →
Network “Dynamic Busan” →
“Home” button → Use the Internet

How to switch to the open public WiFi network
Device type

Guide

All devices

WiFi → Public WiFi (free) → Click
or touch “Free Public WiFi” on the
desktop → Use the Internet

PLAN

October and November Busan’s mild maritime
climate is at its most stable and finest during these
2 months, with an average temperature of 19℃. These
are perhaps the best months to visit Busan.

THEME

iPhone (iOS)
June through September The average temperature
in Busan in August rises to as high as 25.7℃. The annual
monsoon hits Busan in June, and a number of typhoons
occur in the following two months. Rainfall will be more
frequent in September than in August in Busan.

Guide
Settings → WiFi → Network
“Dynamic Busan” → “Home” button
→ Use the Internet

ACTION

As the second-largest city and the largest coastal city of Korea, Busan attained its geographical and social
importance in Korea during the Korean War as the city that received large influxes of refugees and war
supplies. Today, Busan is a beloved destination for Koreans and international tourists alike.

March through May Temperature in Busan begins
to rise in April, and the average temperature during
these months reaches 17℃. Along with the rise in
temperature, the amount of precipitation also increases
beginning in April. If you are planning to visit Busan
during these months, make sure you bring an umbrella.
These months tend to be less busy, so it will be easier for
you to find accommodation.

Free WiFi available throughout Busan

START

Weather in Busan 월별 ‘부산’ 기후

December through February The weather can get
quite chilly in Busan during the winter months, but it is
still quite rare to see snowfall in this city. The average
temperature stays around 3℃ during January. While
the winter months tend to have the least amounts of
precipitation, the recent climate change makes it difficult
to accurately forecast winter precipitation in Busan.

Hello, Busan! 안녕, 부산!
765.9㎢

Time zone

GMT+9
Korean/Japanese
Standard Time

Electricity

220V, 60Hz
equivalent to France, Germany,
Australia, Greece, and Turkey

The Korean currency is called the won (KRW). The
coins in circulation include KRW 10 (embossed with
an image of the Dabotap Tower), KRW 50 (embossed
with an image of an ear of rice), KRW 100 (embossed
with an image of Admiral Lee Sun-shin), and KRW 500
(embossed with an image of a crane). The Korean notes
include the KRW 1,000 (blue), KRW 5,000 (brown), KRW
10,000 (green), and KRW 50,000 (dark yellow).

Emergency contacts for international
tourists in Busan 여행 시 비상 연락처
Consulate-General of China in Busan
47 Haebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu
051~743~7990
busan.china-consulate.org/kor
Consulate-General of Japan in Busan
18 Gogwan-ro, Dong-gu
051~465~5101

National number

051
Omit the first “0” when you are
calling from outside of Korea.

www.busan.kr.emb-japan.go.jp

Exchange rates 환율
As of February 18, 2016, the exchange rates were: KRW 1,227
to USD 1; KRW 183 to CNY 1; and KRW 1,016 to JPY 100.

American Presence Post in Busan
Suite 612, Lotte Gold Rose, 993 Jungang-daero, Jin-gu
korean.busan.usconsulate.gov

•Place of Purchase : Available at three Busan
Information Centers (at the Domestic and International
Terminals of the Gimhae Airport and the Busan Port
International Passenger Terminal) and from the
Busan Tourism Card kiosk at the Busan Train Station.
•Types : Busan Tourism Card with or without
transportation access
•Benefits of Card : Enjoy major tourist destinations,
restaurants, accommodations, and facilities in Busan at
discounted prices.
•How to Use : Use these prepaid cards like credit or debit
cards at businesses that accept credit and debit cards.
※Some department and discount stores may not accept
Busan Tourism Cards.

08●09

Regional
number

+82

With this prepaid single pass for tourists in Busan, you can
enjoy a variety of tourist destinations, accommodations,
facilities, restaurants, and public transit services that
Busan has to offer at discounted prices.

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Total area

Currency 화폐 단위

Busan Tourism Card 부산관광카드

ARRIVAL CARD

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

漢字姓名

入國申告書 (外國人用)
Given Name / 名
➋ MIN JU

Nationality / 國 籍

Date of Birth / 生年月日(YYYY-MM-DD) Passport No. / 旅券番號

➍

➎

KOREA

1 9

9

3

➌

1

2

0

7

(Tel :

Address in Korea / 韓 國 內 滯 留 豫 定 地
➒ Park Hyatt Busan

Employment 就 業

Study 留 學

Others 其 他 (

Signature / 署 名

JE

Gimhae International Airport 김해국제공항
This major international airport, visited by over 17 million
domestic and international tourists per year, is situated in Daejeo
2-dong in the district of Gangseo-gu. The diverse amenities
available at the site include information desks, banks and ATMs,
duty-free shops, and restaurants. The most popular domestic
routes served by this airport include the Busan-Jeju and BusanGimpo (Seoul) flight routes.
108 Gonghangjinip-ro, Gangseo-gu, Busan
www.airport.co.kr/gimhae
1661~2626 (in Korea only)

➊ arrival

Official 公 務

KE1952

Port of Boarding / 出 發 地
)

Official Only
公用欄

체류
자격

B1

B2

체류
기간

015 030 090 03M

Immigration and customs
입국 심사

All persons who enter Korea from outside its
borders must carry with them their passports
or seamen’s books. Residents of countries with
which Korea has not established diplomatic
relations must first obtain permission for entry
at Korean diplomatic establishments abroad
before seeking entry. United Nations laissezpassers (UNLPs) are recognized as valid travel
documents.

➋ Immigration
Submit your passport
and arrival card to the
immigration officer.

Flight(Vessel) No. / 便名·船名
Conference 會 議

Airport limousine (shuttle) service 공항 리무진 이용안내
Line
no.

Operating route

Stops

7100

Gimhae Int’l
Airport ↔
Chungmu-dong
(Seogucheong)

Lotte Hotel Seomyeon, Seomyeon
1-beonga, Hyundai Department Store,
Busanjin Station, Busan Train Station,
Jungang-dong, Coastal Passenger
Terminal, Nampo-dong

➌ Baggage claim
Check the flight numbers and the
baggage carousel numbers displayed on
the information screen to find out which
carousel you should head to.

➍ Customs

Walk out through
the gate toward arrival.

Gimhae Int’l
Airport ↔
7101
Haeundae
(New City Center)

Service
start and finish hours
05:40

40minutes

19:40
(departing from
Gimhae Int’l Airport)

05:10
25minutes

19:50
(departing from
Gimhae Int’l Airport)

10 ●11

Whether you have to declare items for customs or not, you must fill out your
customs declaration card, and submit it to the customs officer at the airport.
If you are traveling with your family, only one person from your family may
submit a customs declaration on behalf of everyone else.

➎ Entry

Daenam Intersection, Geumnyeonsan
Station, Suyeong Intersection, Centum
Hotel, BEXCO, Olympic Yacht Marina,
Hanhwa Resort, Westin Chosun Busan,
Novotel Ambassador Hotel, Paradise
Hotel, Jangsan Station, Haeundae Paik
Hospital, Dongbu Apartments, Daelim
Apartments, Moon-Tan Road Entry

Interval

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

After getting off the airplane,
walk toward
the immigration checkpoint.

)

PLAN

Visit 訪問

GM 5497465

Occupation / 職業
➑ Student

Home Address / 本 國 住 所
➐ Gwangan-dong, Suyeong-gu, 34-1

Purpose of visit / 入 國 目 的 ➓
Tour 觀 光
Business 商 用

➏

Male / 男
Female / 女

THEME

Family Name / 姓
➊ JE

① Family name
/ surname
② First(given) name
③ Sex
④ Nationality
⑤ Date of birth
⑥ Passport No.
⑦ Country where
you live
⑧ Occupation
/Profession
⑨ Address in Korea
⑩ Purpose of visit
⑪ Airline and
Flight Number
⑫ Port of Boarding
⑬ Signature

ACTION

If you are arriving in Busan by plane, you will receive an arrival card from a flight attendant before your flight lands
in Busan. You must have the card filled out in advance, and submit it for review at the immigration checkpoint,
along with your passport and boarding pass. You are strongly advised to write all information required by the
arrival card in legible capital letters without any spaces in between.

START

How to fill out the arrival card 입국신고서 작성 안내

Availability

Duration

Busan → Shimonoseki

Pukwan Ferry
T.051~ 463~ 3161

Daily

11 hours

Busan → Osaka

Panstar
T.051~469~ 8801

3 times a week

19 hours

Busan → Fukuoka

Korea Ferry
T.051~466~7799

Daily
(except one Saturday a month)

6 hours Arrival,
8 hours Departure

Busan → Fukuoka

JR Beetle
T.051~469~0778

Busan → Izuhara
Busan → Hitakatsu

Kobee
T.051~441~ 8200

Code-share
(with more cruises
available during busy
seasons)
- Fukuoka: daily
- Izuhara: 6 times a week
- Hitakatsu: daily

Daea Express Shipping
T.051~465~1114

7 times a week

1 hour 55 minutes
1 hour 10 minutes
1 hour 10 minutes (Hitakatsu)
2 hours 10 minutes (Izuhara)

PLAN

Busan → Tsushima
(Izuhara, Hitakatsu)

2 hours 55 minutes

THEME

Operator

ACTION

Route

START

International Passenger Terminal 국제여객터미널 운항 정보

For more information, please call(ARS) 1688~7677

Coastal Passenger Terminal : Cruise Services 연안여객터미널 운항 정보
Busanhang Port International Passenger Terminal
부산항 국제여객터미널

The Busanhang Port International Passenger Terminal encompasses both
the International Passenger Terminal and the Coastal Passenger Terminal.
On-site amenities include departure and arrival platforms, stores, and
bathrooms, including a convention center and a PR center. The terminal is a
major gateway to Busan and the rest of Northeast Asia.

Arrival 입국
When a cruise arrives at Busan, passengers
will be guided to disembark the ship and exit
the terminal via the departure platform on
the second floor. Disembarking will be in
the following order: first-class passengers,
seniors, and other passengers.

Departure time

Arrival time

Busan → Jeju Seokyeong Paradise (613 passengers) Mon., Wed., Fri.

Route

Operator

19:00

06:30 next day

Busan → Jeju

19:00

06:30 next day

Seokyeong Island (880 passengers)

Availability

Tue., Thu., Sat..

For more information, please call 051~469~5994

206 Chungjang-daero, Dong-gu, Busan
www.busanpa.com/bpt
Customer Center : +82-51-400-1200, 1201

Coastal Passenger Terminal Shuttles 여객터미널 순환버스

Fares

Adult: KRW 1,000 / Youth (12 to 18 years old): KRW 800 / Children (5 to 11 years old): KRW 300

051~465~9782

12 ●13

* Free for up to two children under the age of six accompanied by an adult passenger; discounted fares on
transfer using transit passes

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Operating route International Passenger Terminal Busan Train Station (Rear Gate) Busan Busan Main
Customs (Coastal Passenger Terminal) Busan Metro Jungang Station Crown Harbor Hotel Busan Train Station
(Main Gate) Busan Metro Choryang Station (Exit Gate 4) Busan Train Station (Rear Gate, Entrance to the International
Passenger Terminal) International Passenger Terminal

START

Terminal

Type

Address

Metro

1577~9956

Dongbu Inter-City
Bus Terminal

1688~9969

Seobu Inter-City
Bus Terminal

1577~8301
051~322~ 8301~2
www.busantr.com

Ticketing 발권 안내

The Korea Train Express (KTX) is by far the
most popular means of transportation used by
people seeking to enter Busan from other parts
of Korea such as Seoul. The Busan Train Station,
which serves as one of the two termini marking
the Gyeongbu Line, is situated in the center of
Busan and provides easy access to every part of
the city via numerous transportation services.
The train station is complete with a wide variety
of amenities for visitors and passengers,
including food courts, hair salons, bookstores,
drugstores, convenience stores, and lounges.

•Tickets are available from the following:
- On-site ticket booths at the train station
- Automatic ticketing machines at the train station
- The Busan Train Station website (translations available in English,
Chinese, and Japanese)
- Korailtalk, a mobile application

1688~0081

Haeundae Inter-City
Bus Terminal
(Capital Area)

1688~7645

(Sasang)

630,

Metro Line 2
Haeundae-gu (Haeundae)

Inter-City Bus Haeun-daero,

565,

Metro Line 2
Haeundae-gu (Dongbaek)

Inter-City Bus Haeun-daero,

▶Honam
Gangjin, Goheung, Gwangyang,
Gurye, Mokpo, Boseong,
Suncheon, Yeosu, Haenam,
Namwon, Jeongju, Jeongeup

Ulsan, Changwon, Gimhae,
Masan, Tongyeong, Jinha,
Bangeojin

Dongseoul, Suwon, Ansan,
Bucheon, Osan, Goyang, Gwangju

14 ●15

206 Jungang-daero, Dong-gu, Busan
www.letskorail.com
1544~7788

Haeundae Inter-City
Bus Terminal

201,
Sasang-ro,
Sasang-gu

▶Yeongnam
Geochang, Goseong, Namhae,
Masan, Miryang, Sancheong,
Uiryeong, Jinju, Tongyeong,
Hadong, Haman, Hamyang,
Metro Line 2 Hapcheon, Daegu

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Busan Station 부산역

Inter-City Bus

PLAN

www.dbterminal.co.kr

2238,
Metro Line 1
Jungang▶Inter-City Bus
daero,
(Nopo-dong) Donghae, Gangneung, Sokcho,
Geumjeong-gu
Samcheok, Geojin, Uljin,
Jukbyeon, Bugu, Cheongsong,
Hadong, Jeondo, Jingyo,
Masan, Changwon Jinju, Jinhae,
Gwangyang, Yeosu, Tongyeong,
Iksan, Gunsan

THEME

Express /
Inter-City Bus

ACTION

▶Express Bus
Seoul, Dongseoul, Cheonju,
Daeieon, Gyeonju, Seongnam,
Incheon, Uijeonbu, Jeonju,
Gwangju, Yeosu, Suncheon,
Daegu

Busan Central Bus Terminal
Express Bus
www.kobus.co.kr
www.bxt.co.kr

Routes

START

Transit fares & transferring info

Sightseeing taxi’s website: www.ddcall.co.kr

Metro
Day pass

Adults

Teenagers

1,300won

1,050won

650won

2 zones

1,500won

1,200won

750won

Bus

Town Bus

Children 400won

Express City Bus
Adults 1,800won Teens 1,700won Children 1,300won

Inquiries

1544 5005
~

Fares

Make a reservation and talk to a guide at least two hours before your planned trip.

KRW 20,000 an hour / KRW 80,000 per half-day (five-hour) trip / KRW 150,000 per day (10-hour) trip
※Road tolls and parking charges not included.

Reservation

051~600~1004

www.humetro.busan.kr

TRANSFER INFORMATION
Reduced fare will be applied when transferring
within 30 minutes after getting off the first means of
transportation. Transferring service is available only for
two times in a row.
•Must use a transportation card.
•Transferring service is not available to the same metro
line or to the same route bus.

Sightseeing taxi tour by course
Course 1

as road tolls and parking charges involved.

Seaside Art Scene (duration of 4 hours / KRW 70,000)

Haeundae
Course 2

※Fares may vary depending on where you get on and off the taxi, as well

❶Busan Museum of Art

❷Dalmaji Hill Gallery

❸Cheongsapo

Silver Screen Tour (duration of 5.5 hours / KRW 90,000)

Haeundae ❶Taejongdae ❷Provisional Capital Memorial Hall
❹Shanghai Street Haeundae
Course 3

❶Haedong Yonggungsa Temple

❶Beomeosa Temple

❷Heosimcheong

❸Jangansa Temple

Haeundae

UN Memorial Cemetery and Peace (5.5 hours in duration / KRW 80,000)

Haeundae ❶UN Memorial Cemetery
❹Chungnyeolsa Temple Haeundae
Course 6

❷Gijang Ceramic Center

Meditation and Relaxation (4.5 hours in duration / KRW 75,000)

Haeundae
Course 5

❸BIFF Square

Pottery Making Tour (duration of 4.5 hours / KRW 75,000)

Haeundae
Haeundae
Course 4

Haeundae

PLAN

Teens 900won

Booking is essential!

Children

1 zone

Adults 1,300won

Bus

Board within
30min of
getting off

THEME

One pass

4,500won (for use on day of purchase)

Deungdae Call Taxi Service offers unique opportunities to take a tour around major tourist destinations and
attractions in Busan in the comfort of a taxi.

Metro

ACTION

Fares(Teenagers : aged 13 to 18 / Children : aged 5 to 12)

❷Busan Museum

❸Dongnae Hyanggyo

Return of Dragons (8 hours in duration / KRW 120,000)

Haeundae ❶Nurimaru APEC House ❷Haedong Yonggungsa Temple
❹Yongdusan Park and Gukje Market Haeundae

Night view

•Riverside
Amisan Observatory Dadaepo Sunset Fountain Gukje Market Busan Tower
•Green Walking Dongbaek Island Trekking Trail Moon-Tan Road Songjeong Beach Songjeong Jukdo Park
•Marine City
Igidae Dongsaengmal Observatory Hwangnyeongsan Bongsudae Gwangalli Beach

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Nightscape Tour Courses

❸Jagalchi Market

16 ●17

START

Guide to Busan City Tour
•Haeundae Course Reservation : www.citytourbusan.com / 051~ 464 ~9898

Departure Point

※A Day pass for the Loop tour can be purchased from the driver at the time of boarding at each stop.
(first-come-first-served)

(between Exit 8 of Busan Metro and Exit 1 of Busan Railway Station)

Holiday Closing Schedule
•No services on Mondays (unless it is a public holiday)

Red Line Busan station▶Busan Harbor Bridge(Via)▶UN Memorial Cemetery▶Busan Museum▶Yonghoman
Sightseeing Boat Terminal▶Gwanganlli Beach▶Busan Tourism Organization Arpina▶Marine City▶
Dongbaek Island▶Haeundae Beach▶Centum City▶Busan Cinema Center▶Busan Museum of Art ·
BEXCO▶Gwangan Bridge(Via)▶Peace park▶Busan Harbor Bridge（Via)▶Gwangbok-ro

Fares (in Korean won)
•ADULTS 15,000won / GROUPS(10 or MORE ADULTS) 12,000won
•CHILDREN(5 ~ HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT) 8,000won / GROUPS(10 or MORE CHILDREN) 6,000won
•TRANSFER : ADULTS 5,000won / CHILDREN 3,000won

•Haeundae course gives the holder all-day access to the 3 LINES(Redline, Blueline, Greenline) of Loop tour.
•It costs surcharge to transfer Taejongdae course(Tel. 82-51-714-3799) from the BUTI Loop Tour.

•Taejongdae Course Reservation : www.jumbobus.co.kr / 051~714 ~3799
Busan Station (Departure)▶Yeongdo Bridge▶Hanuel Observatory▶75 Square▶Taejongdae▶National
Maritime Museum of Korea(International Cruise Terminal)▶Oryukdo(Halfway Point)▶Yonghoman Cruise
Port▶Peace park▶Songdo Beach▶Nampodong▶BIFF Square▶Jagalchi Market▶Busan Station(Arrivals)

PLAN

Transit Point and How to do

Green Line Yonghoman Sightseeing Boat Terminal▶Oryukdo Islands▶Hwangnyeongsan

THEME

Blue Line Haeundae Beach▶Dalmaji Road▶Songjeong Beach▶Fisheries Science Museum▶East Busan
Tourism Complex▶Songjeong Station▶Busan Museum of Art · BEXCO

ACTION

•In front of Arirang Hotel at Busan Station Square

(Adults:5,000won/Children:3,000won)
※To buy a transfer ticket for Taejongdae Course, you should present the previously purchased Redline,
Blueline, or Greenline ticket.

Themed Tour Reservation Guide
•Reservations be required in advance.
•A themed tour ticket can be used only once, in a single service.
•Reserved tickets can be received from the driver at the time of boarding.
•Any remaining tickets can be purchased on a first-come-first-served basis from the driver after all
customers with prior reservations have boarded.

BUTI BUS

JUMBO BUS

(Haeundae Course)
Coursse)

(Taejongdae Course)
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- History and Culture Tour
- Eco Experience Tour
- Night View Tour from Busan station (Single Decker Bus)
- Night View Tour from the Hotels (Single Decker Bus)
- Double Decker Night View Tour

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

•Themed Tour Reservation : 1688 ~ 0098, 051~ 464 ~9898

02
ACTION:
Must-See Tourist Destinations in Busan
This is the start of your long-awaited journey to Busan!
Enjoy the scenic view of Busan’s famed coast through the
Galmaetgil Walking Courses. Take a dip into the sparkling
blue sea. Take the bus and enjoy all the charming little
alleyways and backstreets. Share memorable moments
with your loved ones on a night cruise.
The city is filled with great sights to see and amazing
things to experience. This is Busan, a city of action.

Central Busan 중부산[Jungbusan]
PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Nampo·Gwangbok·Jungang + Busanjin·Busan Stations + Yeongdo + Seomyeon
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재송역
수영역

Jagalchi Market·Gukje Market 자갈치시장·국제시장

Yongdusan Park(Busan Tower)
용두산 공원(부산타워)

Jagalchi Market: 52 Jagalchihaean-ro, Jung-gu
www.jagalchimarket.or.kr
051~245~2594
Gukje Market: Gukjesijang 1-gil, Jung-gu
051~245~7389

THEME

An architectural icon of Busan, Busan Tower is located on
Yongdusan Mountain, one of the three major mountains
making up the city. The tower draws steady streams of visitors
from Busan and elsewhere around the world. In the front of the
tower observatory is a fence decorated with countless colorful
padlocks that represent the wishes and dreams of visitors who
have been there. Renowned for the beautiful view of downtown
Busan that it offers, Busan Tower becomes even more alluring
at night, thanks to the nightscape against the backdrop of the
Busanhangdaegyo Bridge.

ACTION

Discover the quintessential Busan experience at these lively and
historical markets in Nampo-dong and Gwangbok-dong. The
two markets are almost synonymous with Busan as they retain
innumerable traces of the city’s past. Famous for its catchphrase,
“Oiso, boiso, saiso (Come, look, buy),” the Jagalchi Market is
Korea’s largest seafood market. Gukje Market, which was the
central background for a recent Korean movie, continues to draw
large crowds with the wide variety of goods it offers.

START

1DPSRf*ZDQJERNf-XQJDQJ

PLAN

37-55 Yongdusan-gil, Jung-gu
yongdusanpark.bisco.or.kr
051~ 860~7820

Gwangbok-dong Fashion Street
광복동 패션거리

You will never have witnessed the true Busan without
having visited this street. Gwangbok-ro Fashion Street,
which extends from the entry point of Gwangbok-ro
Road through the Busan Modern History Museum to
the entrance of Gukje Market, used to be the capital of
Korean trendsetters until the 1970s, as it was the first
in Korea to showcase the latest trends from Japan
and elsewhere around the world. Numerous fashion
boutiques are lined up on both sides of the street, starting
with a major department store at the entry of Gwangbokro, interspersed with cafés of various sizes and styles.
The recent addition of select shops showcasing products
from multiple brands has increased the popularity of
the street among young people.

Biff Square BIFF광장

36 Biffgwangjang-ro, Jung-gu

1688~3010

8 Chaekbanggolmok-gil, Jung-gu
www.bosubook.com
051~253~7220

Exit Jungang-dong Station on Metro Line 1 by
Gate 13, and you will enter an entirely different
world hidden behind Busan’s urban glamor
and natural beauty. The black-and-white
photographs hanging on both sides of the steps
attest to the street’s dramatic history, which
served as a center of interaction among refugees
during the Korean War, a marketplace where
vendors sold goods they received as foreign aid,
and a place where separated family members
reunited after the war. The 450-meter street
features diverse sculptures and images that
reenact scenes from the 1950s and the 1960s, as
well as decades-old diners, charming little cafés,
and artworks of local artists.
27 to 53, Jungang-dong 4-ga, Jung-gu
40stair.bsjunggu.go.kr
051~600~4041~4

24●25

Busan welcomes all lovers of cinematic arts. Home
to major theaters and multiplexes, such as the Busan
Theater, Daeyeong Cinema, and Megabox, BIFF Square
is the undisputed center of filmmaking and screening in
Busan and Korea. The square has been the home of the
annual Busan International Film Festivals since 1996,
and is decorated with handprints of world-renowned
directors and movie stars. It has even become a trend
for tourists to take pictures of themselves with these
handprints at BIFF Square. The place is filled with
restaurants and snack carts, so you can easily enjoy
ssiat hotteok , fried dumplings, the famed Busan fish
cakes, and wandang. After filling up with these delicious
snacks you can head over to the nearby Gukje and
Kkangtong Markets.

Represented by its iconic towers of secondhand books,
Bosu Book Street is perhaps the nation’s most famous area
of secondhand bookstores. Formerly a slum of refugees
who fled other parts of Korea during the Korean War, Bosu
used to have makeshift schools made of tents. As the days
went by, booksellers began to flock around these tent
schools, targeting local students as their customers. The
200-meter narrow alleyway overflows with hundreds of
thousands of old and secondhand books waiting for new
owners. Do not underestimate the bookstores here by
their small size! Enter any one of these stores, and you will
discover that it hides away underground trails and invisible
attics filled with even more books. Booklovers frequent
this street as they can purchase secondhand books at 40
to 70 percent of the new book prices, and even get 10 to 20
percent discounts on new books. If you are lucky, you may
even find highly valued rare collections and editions.

40-Step Culture & Tourism Theme
Street 40계단문화관광테마거리

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Gwangbok-dong 2-ga, Jung-gu
051~253~ 8253

Bosu Book Street 보수동책방골목

Gold Theme Street 골드테마거리

Busanjin Market 부산진시장
Traditional outdoor markets are often the best places where you
can observe and absorb the unique atmospheres and spirits of
the surrounding cities. Originally, Busanjin Market arose as a
marketplace of wholesale apparel in the Joseon era. Today, it
houses hundreds of stores selling hanbok (traditional Korean
garments), fabrics, tailored business suits, clothing, shoes, and
other textile goods. As most of the stores are family-owned and run
for generations, they offer quality fabrics and products at affordable
prices. The 1,500 or so stores all stand next to one another, allowing
visitors to make easy comparisons of similar products. At this
market, you can have a custom-madehanbok or even rent expensive
and well-fitting hanbok for special occasions. The market is busy all
year round with customers looking to make or renthanbok.
www.busanjinmart.co.kr

김민부전망대

Ebagu Workshop 이바구공작소

14-13 Mangyangro 486-beongil, Dong-gu

www.ebagu.or.kr

051~442~0289

PLAN

Kim Min-bu Observatory

134 Beomil-ro, Busanjin-gu
www.goldthemest.com
051~633~3275

Want to see and taste the real Busan? Take the time to visit Sanbok Doro Road then. The road retains traces of the
modern political and social tumults that have shaped present-day Busan, including Korea’s liberation from Japan
in 1945, the Korean War of 1950–1953, and the rise of industrialization and urbanization in the subsequent decades.
Ebagu Workshop serves as the local base of the Sanbok Doro Renaissance Project, telling rich personal accounts
of the locals during those moments in Korean history. Sanbok Doro Road starts from Busan Station, but it is better
to start your journey along the road at this workshop. Then, climb down the hill to take in dynamic views of the
surrounding neighborhood. Explore the maze-like alleyways, and you will discover much about Busan’s present
and past.

THEME

24 Jinsijang-ro, Dong-gu
051~646~7041

ACTION

The 500 or so stores lined up along this street sell,
purchase, repair, appraise, work, and design jewelry.
The street is particularly famous for its diamond
appraisal service. Large numbers of shoppers visit
this street browse and admire the luxurious and
beautiful jewelry displayed at the stores. Each one
offers uniquely designed products that reflect the
head jeweler’s tastes and interests. Every October
the area celebrates the Gold Theme Street Grand
Festival, an event wherein discounts on some
products can be found. In addition, performances of
pop music artists and local singing contests can be
enjoyed during the event. The street also provides
easy access to nearby major shopping centers and
traditional markets.

START
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Shanghai Street 상해거리
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1 Jungang-daero 179-beongil, Dong-gu
051~440~4061~6

14 Yeongchowitgil 26-beongil, Dong-gu
051~440~4342

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Discover Little China in the heart of Busan! The unique stores,
atmosphere, and tastes of this street will make you forget that
you are in Korea as it transports you to China. On this street, it
is more common to hear foreign languages than Korean. The
row after row of store signs written in Chinese characters adds
to the exotic atmosphere of the street. Shanghai Street came
into being when the first generation of Chinese and Taiwanese
immigrants in Busan settled in Choryang during the Korean
War. The Chinese and Taiwanese immigrants gathered here
from across Korea and set up their own associations, stores,
and schools. Decades later, the policy partnership between
Busan and Shanghai also led to the establishment of Busan
Street in downtown Shanghai. Shanghai Street is an exotic place
of shopping and entertainment that also offers authentic-tasting
Chinese food. The area draws large crowds of spectators with
the Busan Chinatown Culture Festival.

The observatory celebrates the life and
works of the poet, Min-bu Kim. Kim was also
famous as the lyricist of the song, A Mind in
Waiting . The observatory, located up a hill at
the end of 168 steps, offers a charming view
of the nearby Busanhang Port, the blue sea,
and the narrow vein-like alleyways. While
uttering the poet’s most famous work, A Mind
in Waiting , you will naturally be reminded of
the people you love, and the sweet sorrow
of yearning for someone special. Feeling
reluctant to climb all those steps? All we can
tell you is that the observatory is well worth
the trouble.

START

<HRQJGR

Surijoseonso-gil Road 수리조선소길

ACTION

Take a deep breath and breathe in the unique mixture of
the smells of steel, industrial grease, and seawater. A living
testament to the intensity of the struggle for survival, this
one-of-a-kind spot sets a shipyard and its activities against
the backdrop of the vast open sea. Old women, known as
kkangkkangyi , who earn their living by scraping corroded
paints off old ships, are found here and who have been the
inspiration behind its nickname, kkangkkangyi-gil .
Daepyeong-ro, Yeongdo-gu

THEME

Taejongdae Spa 태종대온천

Taejongdae 태종대
The bizarre-looking cliffs and rocks and local wild plants make Taejongdae resemble one of the exotic islands
often featured on Hollywood movies and TV shows. Named after King Muyeol, the “Taejong” of Silla, as the king
used to enjoy archery around this area, Taejongdae features lush green forests, handsome cliffs, and a sparkling
blue sea. Wear comfortable walking shoes when you visit this place as the walk up to the top of the cliff can be
quite daunting. The most popular way of accessing this area includes taking a Danubi train, getting off at the
Jeonmangdae Stop, and walking along the trail that leads to the lighthouse.
316 Jeonmang-ro, Yeongdo-gu

www.taejongdae.or.kr

051~405~2004
004

hours during weekends and holidays / Open from 09:20 to 19:00 during winter, and from 09:20
09 20 to 20:00 during
summer / Ticket booth is open from 09:00 to 18:30 during winter, and from 09:00 to 19:00 during summer.
Group (family) fares: KRW 1,600 per adult / KRW 1,200 per teen / KRW 800 per child

Jeoryeong-ro, Yeongdo-gu

Jeoryeong Seaside Walking Trail 절영해안산책로
The old name for the Yeongdo Island, “Jeryeongdo,” still lives on in
the name of this seaside walking trail, which boasts one of the most
magnificent views of the surrounding natural landscape. Thus, it is
regarded as one of the Eight Scenes of the Yeongdo Island and one of the
most scenic Haeannuri-gil Roads in Korea. While walking up and down
hills along its trail, you will be able to hear the vivid sounds of sea waves,
pebbles, and winds. The two-hour walk will also feature the jangseung
wooden sculptures, stone towers, and shaky bridges, as well as the Rose
Tunnel, the Wave Plaza, and the Rainbow Fountain among others.
58-1 Jeoryeong-ro 13-beongil, Yeongdo-gu

051~415~1001

28●29

Fares: KRW 2,000 per adult / KRW 1,500 per teen / KRW 1,000 per child

808 Taejong-ro, Yeongdo-gu
www.tjdspa.co.kr
051~404~9001

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

* Danubi Train Schedule *
Available every 20 minutes on weekdays (or every 15 minutes between 12:00 and 17:00), Flexible operating

The neighborhood was born when Korean War refugees
flocked to this area and provides an unhindered view
of both the Busanhang and Namhang Ports. A major
backdrop of the acclaimed Korean movie, The Attorney ,
the neighborhood was also featured in yet another Korean
hit, Nameless Gangster: Rules of Time . The small houses
that stand shoulder to shoulder form the signature look
of Busan, which is often remembered as a city of the sea
and hilly neighborhoods. The village continues to attract
an increasing number of visitors with its new cafés,
workshops, and guesthouses.

PLAN

Huinnyeoul Culture Village 흰여울문화마을

Taejongdae Spa, located near Taejongdae’s
gravel yard, is famous for the quality natural
hot springs it offers, which are filled with saline
seawater drawn 600 meters below the surface
of the earth. This massive spa is popular among
backpackers for the roomy jjimjilbang it provides.
The Health, Pyramid and Outdoor Pools,
as well as the Traditional, Germanium, and
Charcoal Saunas available at the spa thoroughly
reinvigorate guests.

This 50-year-old restaurant is famous for their sogeum-guyi (grilled
beef tripe seasoned only with garlic and salt) and yangnyeom-guyi (grilled
beef tripe seasoned with red spicy sauce). Waiters will grill sogeum-guyi for you at your
table over a briquette fire. Baekhwa Yanggopchang’s sogeum-guyi is much more popular than
the yangnyeom-guyi. If you order the yangnyeom-gopchang (beef tripe stew), make sure you
add udon noodles. You can also opt to have steamed rice fried with the remaining sauce.

For just KRW 30,000 or so per person,
you can enjoy highly prized seafood—
raw and cooked—includingjeonbok-juk
(rice porridge with abalones), jeonbokhoe (raw abalones), jeonbok cheolpanguyi
(abalones grilled over steel plates), hoe
(sashimi), and nakji tangtangyi (raw octopi mixed with sesame oil
and eggs). The jeonbok-hoe is so fresh that you can even see the
clams move! Another popular dish is the jangeo-tuyigim (deep-fried
eel), served with deep-fried chili peppers.

The hottest items on Samjin Eomuk’s menu are
the six types of eomuk (fish cake) cutlets, which
are made with cheese, prawn, curry, spicy chili
peppers, potatoes, and sweet potatoes. The
racks display a wide variety of fish cakes, which
you can pick and have wrapped to go. Behind
this place’s glass planel window, you can see the
kitchen staff mix and fry the fish cake batter. The
handmade fish cakes and dangmyeon-mandu
(glass noodle-filled dumplings) make great gifts.
They also offer fish cakes for soups and stir-fries.

Tel.051~245~ 0105 Location:6 Jagalchi-ro 23-beongil, Jung-gu Specialties:yanggopchang (salted

Famous
Restaurant

or seasoned beef entrails) 300g, ￦25,000; fried rice (2 servings), ￦12,000 Open:12:00-22:30
(closed on the first and third Sundays of the month)

Tel.051~256~3340 Location:52 Jagalchihaean-ro, Jung-gu

Lee Jaemo Pizza

Tel.051~245 ~1478 Location:31 Gwangbokjungang-ro,

Jung-gu Specialties:cheese-crusted pizza (medium),
￦22,000; / potato pizza (medium), ￦18,000 Open:11:0022:00 (closed on Sundays)

Yigane Tteokppokki
This little diner located at a corner of the Busan Tin Can Market recently rose to nationwide
fame after it won the honor of being the best tteokppokki diner in Korea on a popular Korean
reality TV show. The diner uses homemade gochujang (fermented red chili paste) to make its
famed sauce, and they do not use extra water other than the juice of the daikon radishes it uses
to make tteokppokki. The sauce makes an excellent dip for deep-fried squid and vegetables.

Tel.070~5055~4033 Location:2F Busan Station,
206 Jungang-daero, Dong-gu Specialties:fish
cake cutlet, ￦1,200 each Open:06:30-22:30

Choryang Milmyeon
Welcoming you at this diner will
be a cup of warm tea made with
broth from boiling themilmyeon
noodles. Choryang Milmyeon’s
signature dishes include the
milmyeon soup and salad, as
well as wangmandu (steamed
big dumplings), which is filled with diced meat and vegetables. The
dumplings are so popular that a steady stream of guests have them
packed to go or delivered to their own homes. Their cold broth for
milmyeon is richly flavored with wild herbs.

Osteria Bubu

Tel.051~ 462~1575 Location:225 Jungang-daero, Dong-gu

Tel.051~ 466 ~ 6190 Location:10-22 Jungangdaero 209-beongil, Dong-gu Specialties:Lunch
Special (weekdays only), ￦8,000; Lunch Special
Course A (weekends), ￦25,000 Open:11:30-21:20
(closed from 13:20 to 17:00 for preparation;
closed on Mondays)

Specialties:mul (soup) and bibim-milmyeon (salad), ￦ 3,500 each;

wangmandu, ￦3,500 Open:10:00-21:30

Tel.051~245 ~ 0413 Location:40 Bupyeong 1-gil, Jung-gu Specialties:tteokppokki, ￦ 3,000;
tuyigim, ￦3,000; Korean hotdog, ￦1,000 Open:11:00-20:00 (closed on Sundays)

PLAN

This pizza parlor is perhaps the most famous and
popular in Busan as it insists on only using cheese
from Imsil. The most popular items on the menu are
the bulgogi cream pasta, which features plenty of
cheese and meat, and the cheese-crust pizza.

Specialties:Jeonbok Course, ￦33,000 per person Open:11:00-22:00

THEME

Samjin Eomuk(Busan Station)

ACTION

Dalbongyi Hoetjib

START

Baekhwa Yanggopchang(Nampo)

This restaurant—famous for its pasta con
funghi and wine-braised steaks—is run by
a talented couple who are both cooks. Visit
the place at lunch to enjoy their wide range of
tasty Italian dishes at an affordable price. The
restaurant offers hotel-quality food and service,
while their open kitchen strengthens guests’
trust. Book in advance if you want to enjoy the
special course.

Jangseonghyang
Geoin Tongdak

If you are looking for a classic and hearty doeji-gukbap (rice in pork
broth), you will not regret visiting Bonjeon. Their interpretation
of this dish comes with a heaping serving of pork and generous
portions of leeks. The diner’s kimchi and chive salad alone are
worth the visit.
Tel.051~ 441~2946 Location:3-8 Jungang-daero 214-beongil, Donggu Specialties:doeji-gukbap, ￦7,000 Open:08:00-22:00

Tel.051~ 467~ 4496 Location:29

Daeyeong-ro
243-beongil, Dong-gu Specialties:gun-mandu
(fried dumplings, small), ￦ 6,000 Open:11:0021:00
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Tel.051~246~6079 Location:34 Junggu-ro 47-beongil, Jung-gu Specialties:fried chicken, ￦16,000;
yangnyeom (with sauce) chicken, ￦17,000 Open:12:00 -22:00 (closed on Sundays)

Bonjeon Doeji Gukbap

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

One of the three most famous fried chicken diners
in Busan is Geoin Tongdak and located inside the
Bupyeong Market. The restaurant is most famous
for its fried chicken, which are deep-fried in a gigantic
cast-iron pot. The curry-flavored batter adds even
more flavor to the juicy chicken, which is best enjoyed
with cold beer. The banban set offers half of a fried
chicken and half of yangnyeom (with sauce) fried chicken.

Featured on the acclaimed Korean film noir
classic, Old Boy , this Chinese restaurant in
Busan’s Choryang Chinatown is also famous
for its humongous fried dumplings that
feature chewy flour wraps and juicy stuffing.
Jangseonghyang’s jajangmyeon (noodles in
black sauce) features big-sized vegetables,
pork, and prawn.

START
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ACTION
THEME

Seomyeon Underground Shopping Center 서면지하상가

717 Jungang-daero, Busanjin-gu

Busan Citizens Park 부산시민공원
Busan Citizens Park, the locals’ beloved green space, is divided into five zones according to five themes—
“Memory,” “Culture,” “Fun,” “Nature,” and “Participation.” Each zone offers amenities and programs that follow
its theme. The vast 520,000m2 park includes walking trails through the woods and grasslands, waterfalls, maze
gardens, and even sandy beaches. The Skyblue Waterfall, rising as high as 25 meters, adds to the charm and
beauty of the place at night with its glamorous laser shows. The small maze garden made up of small camellia
trees is particularly popular among couples on romantic dates. The Lawn Plaza, which remains brightly lit even
at night, is open to the public from May through October. The children’s playgrounds, 4D Theater, Book Café in the
Forest, and Culture and Art Village also attract visitors with these diverse activities. Visit the park website to find
out more.
73 Simingongwon-ro, Busanjin-gu
051~ 850~6000

citizenpark.or.kr

Open

Skyblue
Waterfall
(Tunnel
Fountain)

April
through
October

Operating hours
Holidays
10:00, 12:00
14:00, 16:00
18:00, 20:00

Weekdays

Duration

Remark

60 minutes
(5 minutes Closed every Monday
for the Tunnel
for inspection
※Closed in April
Fountain)
12:00, 15:00
18:00, 20:00

Busan National Gugak Center 국립부산국악원
Opened in 2008, Busan National Gugak Center’s mission
is to support and promote artistic traditions and traditional
art performances in Busan. The center provides a welcome
venue of relaxation and cultural enrichment, particularly
from visitors from the neighboring Busan Citizens Park.
With its quality shows and artworks, the center serves
as a hub of traditional Korean culture and art to the entire
nation, Asia, and the world. The center consists of the main
theater with 698 seats, a small theater with 276 seats, and
an outdoor theater with 300 seats. It also offers gugak
teacher training programs, gugak lessons, gugak public
lectures, and gugak programs for the youth. The theater for
The Queen’s Banquet , a representative production of the
center, is at the Haeundae Grand Hotel, and the tickets to
each showing are often sold out, so be sure to reserve your
tickets in advance.
Queen’s Banquet Theater
217 Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu
051~ 811~0040
2 Gugak-ro, Busanjin-gu
busan.gugak.go.kr

051~ 811~0114
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Facility

primall.co.kr

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

* Skyblue Waterfall Laser Show Schedule *

PLAN

This underground shopping mall begins right underneath the Busan Metro Seomyeon Station. Daehyun Primall,
which operates this shopping mall, operates four other similar underground shopping establishments in Seoul,
Cheongju, Changwon, and Daegu. On any given day, this Busan mall houses over 330 shops and attracts almost
200,000 shoppers. As the Seomyeon Station links major metro lines of Busan and also provides easy access to
department stores and the Medical Street above the ground, the underground mall bustles with large crowds of
people throughout the year. In particular, women in their 20s and 30s favor this place, as the majority of stores here
cater to women’s clothing and cosmetic needs. The mall is open from 10:30 to 22:30 every day, and closed every first
Tuesday of the month.

￦2,000; sogogi-gukbap, ￦3,000 Open:11:00-21:30 (closed on the first and third Sundays of the

month)

Vito

Tel.051~806~5868 Location:77 Jungang-daero 680-beongagil, Busanjin-gu Specialties:lasagna,
￦20,000; gorgonzola pasta, ￦15,000 Open:12:00-22:00

(closed from 15:30 to 19:00 every

day for preparation; closed on Mondays)

Tel.051~ 806 ~ 5722 Location:29 Seomyeon-ro 68-beongil,
Busanjin-gu Specialties:doeji / sundae / naejang gukbap, ￦6,000;
suyuk baekban (rice combo with boiled pork), ￦ 8,000 Open:
16:00-24:00

Tel.010 ~ 3560 ~ 6904 Location:39 Jungang-daero

New York Sanghoe(Main)

Sugine Jogaejeongol

At this restaurant, waiters will grill the meat on a hot plate
at your table for you. The outermost layer of the meat will be
cooked using a torch first, then it will be finished off with a lavish
“flame show.” The thick tenderloins and sirloins are particularly
popular at New York Sanghoe. Enjoy the juicy grilled beef
with myeongyi-namul (a leafy and vinegary condiment) and
pamuchim (scallion salad).

The signature dish is the jogae-jeongol (clam stew),
served in a large boiling pot, along with a mountain
of other seafood such as mussels, prawn, crabs, and
squids. As the stew begins to boil, waiters passing by
begin cutting the seafood in the stew into bite-sized
pieces. Enjoy the squid and mussels withchojang (red
spicy vinaigrette), as well as the clams and abalones
with wasabi and soy sauce. You can use the shells of
the fan mussels as small serving plates.

Tel.051~804~3886 Location:46 Jungang-daero 69-beon 1-gil,

Wasabi Hoetjib
Wasabi Hoetjib originally started out as a
restaurant specializing in raw fish dishes, but it
has eventually switched its official specialty to
the popular kkomak-jeongshik (cockles combo).
Thus, their menu only has two items—kkomakjeongshik and yangnyeom-gejang (raw crabs
mixed with spicy sauce). The combos feature an
abundance of side dishes, including grilled fish
and traditional stews. Kkomak-jeongshik is a dish made of cockles cooked in three different
ways—boiled, seasoned and boiled, and boiled and mixed with spicy sauce). The restaurant
also offers to refill your cockle dishes. The restaurant accepts no reservation and guests can
dine in any of their two buildings, which is divided by a main street in between.
￦14,000 Open:11:30-20:40

Geuphaengjang
By far the oldest beef rib restaurant
in Busan, Geuphaengjang insists
on using only first-grade beef
from Korean-raised cows. The
restaurant proudly displays their
appraisal records on the quality of
their procured beef daily. The richly
flavorful beef brisket and perfectly
seasoned and tender yukhoe (Korean-style beef tartare) will
surprise you with their extraordinary juiciness and flavor. Order
the hanu modeum special (assorted beef platter) to taste all the
rare and highly-prized parts of the cow such as sirloin, rib eye,
thin skirt, and top blade.
Tel.051~809~2100 Location:4 Seomyeonmunhwa-ro, Busanjin-

restaurants throughout each given city based on its more than 120 million data transaction records,

gu Specialties:hanu modeum special, ￦32,000; hanu deungshim
(sirloin), ￦27,000 Open:24/7

Gijang Sonkalguksu
The most popular dish on Gijang Sonkalguksu’s
menu is sonkalguksu (handmade noodle soup)—
noodles in anchovy broth, a house-specialty sauce,
chili flakes, garlic, crown daisy leaves, and chives.
The noodles, which are made by the diner’s staff,
possess an extraordinarily chewy texture. You can
add as many noodles as you like for free.
Tel.051~ 806 ~ 6832 Location:56

Seonmyeon-ro,
Busanjin-gu Specialties:sonkalguksu, ￦4,000; bibim
sonkalguksu (handmade noodle salad), ￦ 4,000
Open:09:00-22:00
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Courtesy of Shikshin | Shikshin Hot Places provides reliable and helpful information on diners and
which are left by over 5 million SeeOn app users.

Tel.051~ 808 ~ 3555 Location: 36 Dongcheon-ro
85-beongil, Busanjin-gu Specialties:jogae jeongol
(small), ￦38,000 Open:17:00-02:00

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Tel.051~ 644 ~7972 Location:11 Godonggol-ro 4-beongil, Nam-gu Specialties:kkomak-jeongshik,

Busanjin-gu Specialties:hanu deungshim (sirloin), ￦17,000; hanu
kkotdeungshim (rib eye), ￦20,000 Open:17:00-02:00

692-beongil, Busanjin-gu Specialties: maksseoreohoe
modeum (assorted raw fish and seafood, large),
￦35,000 Open:17:00-05:00

PLAN

This Italian restaurant insists on only serving food prepared and made by hand rather than
machines. When you order a pasta dish, you will be also be served a plate of bruschetta, a
bowl of hot soup, and a cup of herbal tea—all on the house. The restaurant boasts distinctive
and novel dishes such as beogyo-kkomak ravioli (made with cockles from Beolgyo) and
tajarin with truffle carpaccio. Of course, the most popular dishes are still the classic dishes
such as pasta alla vongole and pasta with creamy mushroom sauce.

The restaurant only serves up the freshest seafood
and fish. All orders at Hoesawon are prepared
by the kitchen staff upon order. This is the place
to go if you are looking to enjoy Busan’s fresh
seafood at affordable prices. The basic set includes
honghaptang (mussel soup) and unlimited leafy
vegetables from the salad bar. Their hoedeopbap
(steamed rice mixed with raw fish and vegetables)
and haemul-ramyeon (spicy noodle soup with
seafood) are also popular.

THEME

Tel.051~806~2259 Location:27-4 Jungang-daero 702-beongil, Busanjin-gu Specialties:onguksu,

Perhaps the most wellknown and popular dish
among diners that serve
doeji gukbap (rice in pork
broth) on Seomeyon
Doejigukbap Street in Busan; Songjeong Samdae Gukbap is
famous for the tasty chive salad and kimchi it serves on the side.
The suyuk (boiled pork) is particularly tender and flavorful. You
can opt to have the fat tissues removed from the boiled pork.

Hoesawon

ACTION

Famous
Restaurant

This diner still serves noodle soup for just KRW
2,000 each, and the most expensive item on
the menu is only KRW 3,000. The most famous
dishes are onguksu (hot noodle soup for KRW
2,000) and the sogogi-gukbap (rice in spicy beef
broth for KRW 3,000), which both go perfectly
with the diner’s kkakdugi (pickled spicy radish
cubes) and kimchi. The sogogi-gukbap draws a large number of guests in the morning as it
is the perfect dish to cure a hangover.

Songjeong Samdae
Gukbap

START

Hwajeon Guksu

East Busan 동부산[Dongbusan]
PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Haeundae + Marine City·the Dalmaji-gil Road + Songjeong·Gijang + Gwangalli + Daeyeon
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Haeundae Beach 해운대해수욕장

Dongbaekseom Island, Woo-dong, Haeundae-gu

55 APEC-ro, Haeundae-gu
bexco.co.kr
051~740~7300

93 Suyeonggangbyeon-daero, Haeundae-gu
051~749~4490

Haeundae Spa 해운대온천
Long famous for the quality seawater-fed hot springs it
offers, Haeundae Spa draws large numbers of guests
who have enjoyed leisurely walks, sea bathing, and
other fun outdoor activities along the nearby Haeundae
Beach. The spa is easily accessible by all means of public
transportation, including subways and buses. The small
amounts of radium found in the hot spring water have
been scientifically proven to have beneficial medical
effects on recovering patients. Is there any better way to
relieve your travel fatigue than relaxing in an aromatic and
soothing hot spring?
16 Jungdong 2-ro, Haeundae-gu
www.haeundaespa.com
051~740~7000

Busan Cinema Center 영화의전당
Open since 2011, the Busan Cinema Center features 3
screening halls—the Cine Mountain, an outdoor stage,
and the BIFF Hill. The center organizes a wide range of
screenings, including the latest art house films (played
in the Small Theater), free screenings catering to annual
themes, and outdoor concerts in May through September.
The Busan Cinema Center has been the pivot of the Busan
International Film Festival (BIFF), hosting the beloved
festival’s opening and closing ceremonies, as well as red
carpet events. At night, the rooftop of the center beams
lights of radiant colors, whose beauty can be easily
compared to that of the Dome of Light at the Formosa
Boulevard Station in Taiwan. Make sure you take a picture
of the building’s beautiful exterior.
120 Suyeonggangbyeon-daero, Haeundae-gu
www.dureraum.org
051~780~6000
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This islet, filled with camellia and pine
trees and situated at the southern tip of the
Haeundae Beach, offers a much desired
green space in the heart of Busan. Take a
leisurely stroll on the wooden decks that
extend throughout the edge of the island
to enjoy a view of the Haeundae Beach—
a particularly breathtaking sight duiing
sunset. Make time to visit the sculpted
Mermaid of Dongbaek. Seeing this symbol
of homesickness and nostalgia will naturally
remind you of your loved ones.

52 Dongbaek-ro, Haeundae-gu
www.thebay101.com
051~726~ 8888

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Dongbaekseom Island 동백섬(동백공원)

This international convention center consists of one
underground floor and seven floors above the ground. The
exhibition spaces it offers—amounting to almost the total area
of three soccer stadiums—draws countless visitors throughout
the year with diverse exhibitions and events. One of the most
popular events hosted at BEXCO is G-Star, an international
gaming show, which draws millions of game players, fans,
and experts from Korea and abroad. BEXCO also hosts a
number of other major international events, including the
Busan International Travel Fair and the Busan Money Show.
BEXCO supports a comprehensive range of business needs
with not only its exhibition spaces, but also with amenities such
as a multipurpose hall, an outdoor exhibition space, and an
auditorium, which was added to the establishment in 2012. The
BEXCO Auditorium is enjoying a growing popularity among
Korea’s top musicians and artists as a concert venue.

Erected on Dongbaekseom Island in 2005 to accommodate the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) Summit held in Korea that year, the Nurimaru
APEC House drew high praises for its unique and
modern interpretation of the traditional architectural
style of Korean jeongja (wooden pavilions). The facility
now displays photographs and records of the historic
APEC Summit of 2005 and features a miniature of
the building, as well as a souvenir shop selling APECthemed goods. Climb to the top of Dongbaekseom
Island to gain a panoramic view of Nurimaru APEC
House and the district of Suyeong-gu beyond the
Gwangandaegyo Bridge, shining so beautifully with
special light shows at night.

Featuring a marina for docking maritime outdoor
activity equipment, as well as cafés, and restaurants,
the Bay 101 is perhaps one of the hottest spots
for hang-outs and dates in Busan now. The place
provides easy access to yachts, jet boats, and cruise
ships, as well as conveniently selected shops, cafés,
pubs, and restaurants in a single building. The Bay
101 is the perfect place for taking in breathtaking
nightscapes of Haeundae’s Marine City and its high
rises while enjoying a pint of cold beer.

PLAN

BEXCO 벡스코

Nurimaru APEC House 누리마루APEC하우스

THEME

264 Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu
sunfun.haeundae.go.kr
051~749~7611~7

The Bay 101 더베이101

ACTION

If you must visit only one beach during your stay in
Busan, Haeundae Beach is the destination for you.
Synonymous with the entire city itself, this iconic beach
draws millions of visitors from Korea and around the
world every year. Scenes of the packed beach during
summertime, bustling with all kinds of activities
and entertainments, are something one can enjoy
watching. During fall, Haeundae Beach becomes
an outfit of the renowned Busan International Film
Festival (BIFF) with an outdoor screen setup. The
beach draws large crowds even during winter with the
Polar Bear Swimming Contest.

START
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Suyeong Bay Yachting Center 수영만 요트경기장
Dalmaji Hill 달맞이고개

Mipo 미포

Cheongsapo Seafood Street
청사포 회 거리(조개구이촌)

Marine City Cafe Street 마린시티 카페거리
Cafés began cropping up throughout Marine City, and locals
have taken to calling the area “Marine City Café Street.” The cafélined street also features dozens of restaurants, bars, and other
eateries that continue to draw gourmet lovers in search of good
meals and desserts. With the Movie Street right in front, the Café
Street is a beloved feature of the famed Haeundae nightscape.
apee.
Marine City 1-ro, Haeundae-gu

Walking Trail, 11 Jungdong 2-ro, Haeundae-gu
moontan.haeundae.go.kr
051~749~5700
(Haeundae Tourism Information Center)
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Woo-dong, Haeundae-gu

Jung-dong, Haeundae-gu

Jung-dong, Haeundae-gu

The Dalmaji Art Flea Market takes place along this
road from 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. every weekend. The flea
market offers a great opportunity to shop for the
fashion accessories, tableware, bags, and other
great souvenir items designed and handcrafted by
local artisans.

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

The Movie Street extends from the seawall marking the end
of the Yachting Center along the beach in the direction of
Dongbaekseom Island. The 800-meter-long road is filled with
reminders and keepsakes of movies that feature Busan and
are loved by Koreans. The trick artworks on the ground stop
people walking, inducing them to take fun and interesting photos
while reenacting scenes from famous movies. The 10-MillionViewer Movie Zone, the Animation Zone, and the Haeundaein-Movies Zone offer behind-the-scenes stories of legendary
Korean movies and animations that have moved the hearts of
local audiences. The Santorini Square features actual sculptural
works used in shooting films, as well as handprints of famous
Korean directors and film stars. The telescopes along the street
provide panoramic views of the nearby Gwangandaegyo Bridge,
the Oryukdo Island, and other famed features of Busan free
of charge. The street, with its enchanting light works, attracts
countless tourists and couples on dates at nighttime, too.

Cheongsapo Port, situated between Haeundae
and Songjeong, marks the intersection between
Korea’s eastern and southern coasts. The
confluence of cold and warm currents around
this port has made it a hot spot for seafood and
other marine resources in Korea. Cheongsapo is
particularly famous for the countless restaurants
providing fresh raw seafood. Cheongsapo
Seafood Street is enjoying a growing popularity
among gourmet eaters and seafood lovers in
Korea. Also known as Jogaeguyichon (“grilled
shellfish district”) because of the dozens of
restaurants that offer grilled shellfish and clams
as their specialties, Cheongsapo continues to
draw large crowds with its abundant and fresh
seafood dishes, offered at affordable prices.

Located at the tailend of the
Wausan Mountain, this small
port is filled with dozens of
restaurants offering fresh
and raw seafood. The area
around the port is drawing an increasing number of people
who wish to enjoy the scenic view of the sea and quality seafood
away from the lights and noise of Haeundae. The Mipo Railway,
a beloved spot for photographers, has also been featured
in a number of recent Korean films. The railway, linking the
Donghae–Nambu Railway and the Haeundae-Songjeong
railway tracks, provides a charming and beautiful trail for locals
and visitors alike.

If you have tanned yourself while enjoying bustling
outdoor activities all day under the bright sun over
the Haeundae area, it is now time for you to enjoy
a dreamy and relaxing “moon-tan” under the
romantic moonlight along the Dalmaji Hill road.
The name “Moon-Tan Road” has become a new
name for the Dalmaji Hill road since the term was
coined in 2008. The walking course extends for
some 2.5 kilometers around Haeundae but it is a
roundabout path, so you can simply walk ahead
and enjoy the surrounding views without worrying
about getting lost. Take as much time as you
need, and you will still be able to finish this walking
course in about an hour.

PLAN

Jung2-dong, Haeundae-gu

Moon-Tan Road and the Culture
Street 문탠로드, 문화의거리

THEME

Dalmaji Hill is found in the middle of Wausan Mountain, which
links Haeundae to Songjeong. The name of this seaside hilly trail
reflects the fact that it offers a good spot for watching the moon
shining over the sea. Dalmaji Hill attracts countless visitors day
in and day out, thanks to the renowned beauty of the seaside
landscape it offers. The hill, in particular, attracts throngs of
artists seeking inspiration from the evening moonscape. It’s
no wonder then that the road features a great number of art
galleries. The hilly road, flocked by cherry trees and pine trees
on both sides, also offers a scenic driving experience. Enjoy the
cafés and gourmet restaurants the neighborhood has to offer.

84 Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu
www.bsaf.or.kr (Busan Sailing Federation)
051~741~6440

Movie Street 영화의거리

ACTION

This world-class yachting center, featured in major sporting events
like the Asian Games, is found between Gwangalli and the Haeundae
Beach. The spacious berthage is capable of mooring over 1,400 yachts.
The endless rows of yachts moored at the center provide a sight to
behold on their own. The center hosts yacht races of diverse sizes every
year, drawing tens of thousands of yachters from around the world. The
Busan Sailing Federation’s Yacht School holds its classes at the center
and puts novice yachters on par with the international standard. The
Yacht School issues logbooks, akin to passports for sailors, for trainees
that are recognized by the International Sailing Schools Association
(ISSA). Standing against the backdrop of the scenic beauty of the
neighboring Marine City, the Suyeong Bay Yachting Center is one of the
icons of Busan, a major East Asian city of seas.

Songjeong Beach 송정해수욕장

Gijanghaean-ro, Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun

Imnang Beach 임랑해수욕장

Busan National Science Museum 국립부산과학관
The diverse structures
making up this complex,
dedicated to science
and technology, include
the Standing Exhibition
Hall, the Planetarium, and the Children’s Center, each of
which collects admission fees separately. The interactive and
participation-based learning programs enjoy great popularity
among adults and children alike. The museum is open from 9:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m., but no admission is accepted after 4:30 p.m.
Located in the East Busan Tourism Complex, the museum
provides a welcome spot of learning and exploration amid the
shopping outlets and other retail facilities.

051~709~5176

Ilgwang Beach 일광해수욕장
This long white-sand beach, extending for about 1.8
kilometers, is particularly popular among families
with young children as a vacation spot because the
sea facing it is quite shallow. Every summer, the
Gaetmaeul Outdoor Drama Festival is held on this
beach. The festival features diverse performances
of traditional Korean music, outdoor drama, mime
shows, and other forms of performance art.
Ilgwang-myeon, Gijang-gun

051~723~2219
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59 Dongbusangwangwang 6-ro, Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun
www.sciport.or.kr
051~750~2300

Jangan-eup, Gijang-gun

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

86 Yonggung-gil, Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun
www.yongkungsa.or.kr
051~722~7744(Administration)

The Daebyeonhang Port is where over 60% of
anchovies traded in Korea are gathered and
auctioned off. The clean water and fast currents
have made the area around this port a major
location for quality and tasty anchovies over the
centuries. The port features numerous restaurants
that offer fresh raw anchovies. Every April, the port
hosts the Gijang Anchovy Festival, which features
local fishers’ sea songs and countless seagulls.

The Jangansa Temple, one of the four most historic
Buddhist temples of Gijang County, is found nearby
this quiet beach, inviting visitors on leisurely strolls
after having bathed in the sea. Drive along the
scenic coastal road and immerse yourself in the
beauty of the sunrise and the sunset.

Haedong Yonggungsa Temple 해동용궁사
The Portrait of Putai marking the start of the 108-step
stairway leading into the main temple site is stained
with handprints because of the rumor that touching the
belly of the beloved Buddhist deity in this portrait can
make women bear and give birth to sons. The Haedong
Yonggungsa Temple draws hundreds and thousands of
visitors daily thanks to these legends of spiritual blessings.
Whereas Buddhist temples in Korea are typically hidden
away in mountains, this temple is located atop a cliff that
offers an unhindered view of the indigo-blue East Sea. The
temple is a popular tourist destination among Buddhists
and non-Buddhists alike. As such, the place offers dozens
of food and souvenir stands nearby. If you feel hungry after
touring this scenic temple site, you can nibble on snacks
offered by one of the nearby food stands.

Daebyeonhang Port 대변항

PLAN

16 Eupnae-ro 104-beongil, Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun
051~721~3963

Numerous lighthouses of varying sizes and shapes decorate
the Daebyeon Port in Gijang-gun. Of the diverse lighthouses,
the most popular is the World Cup Lighthouse, which was
erected in 2003 in celebration of Team Korea’s entry into the
semifinals of the historic World Cup 2002 held in Korea. The
lighthouse lists the names of countries that participated in
World Cup 2002 and their respective records. The lighthouse
bears the Fevernova, the symbol of the World Cup, in its
middle. Another interesting structure nearby is the Daebyeon
Oehang Nambangpaje Deungdae—known as the “Mazinger
Z Lighthouse”—which symbolizes prayers for the safety
of ships at sea. The Seoamhang Nambangpaje Deungdae,
nicknamed the “Baby Bottle Lighthouse,” was designed to
encourage pregnancy and birth. The Seoamhang Bukbangpaje
Deungdae—also known as the “Chicken Comb Lighthouse”—
is located in the opposite direction, along with the “Chajeonnori
Lighthouse.” There are also the Chilamhang Nambangpaje
Deungdae (“Baseball Lighthouse”) and the Woljeonhang
Bangpaje Deungdae (“Red Square Lighthouse”).
134-7 Jukseong-ri, Gijang-eup,
-eup, Gijang-gun
www.gijang.go.kr/kjtour
n Office
Office)
ice)
ce)
051~709~4000(Gijang-gun

Gijang Market 기장시장
The Gijang Market, known as the place to go for the
freshest seafood possible in and around Busan, has a
long history and tradition that dates back to 1944. The
market used to be held every five days in its early days, but
thanks to the growing number of visitors, it soon became
a standing market open all year round. Here you will find
fresh sea produce caught and traded by local fishers
and women, as well as a diverse variety of home-grown
vegetables and a host of other items representative of
the rural-town fun and charm. At this market, you can
purchase diverse kinds of fresh seafood, have them
prepared to be eaten on the spot. The Gijang snow crabs
and sea eels are highly prized and traded nationwide. If
you are a seafood lover or a fan of everything delicious and
want to find out what freshly steamed snow crabs and
sea eels grilled over burning rice straws taste like, do not
miss out on the chance to visit the Gijang Market.

기장등대길

THEME

712-2 Songjeong-dong, Haeundae-gu
sunnfun.haeundae.go.kr
051~749~5800

Gijang Lighthouse Road
ad
d

ACTION

Walk along Dalmaji Road, and you will run into Haewoljeong,
a small and charming wooden pavilion. Walk past the pavilion,
and you will discover the Cherry Blossom Zone. Beyond
this area is the wide open sea facing Songjeong Beach, a
beach renowned for its untainted and natural beauty. A
beloved vacation and surfing spot during the summertime,
Songjeong Beach also hosts a number of exciting public
events throughout the year; such as the Seaweed Festival, the
Songjeong Beach Festival, and the Songjeong Jukdo Festival.
It is also emerging as a popular spot for university camping
trips and soon-to-be-wed couples looking for romantic
backdrops for photographs. This is a highly recommended
destination for people who wish to enjoy the sea and the beach
in peace and quiet, away from the hassles of urban life.

START
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With the rising popularity of the Bay 101 as the hottest
spot to enjoy Haeundae Marine City’s fantastic
nightscape, Fingers & Chat has become an emerging
star on social media too. Their fish and chips feature
melt-in-your-mouth deep-fried fillets of the freshest
local fish. The seafood chowder is another best-selling
item in the restaurant. The outdoor terrace offers
a perfect view of the surrounding landscape, which
completely changes its color from day to night. Enjoy
the view while drinking cold draft beer.

The daegutang (non-spicy cod
soup), featuring tender cod boiled
to perfection and offered in
abundance in highly praised broth,
is the best-selling item on the menu. Other popular dishes
include the almari, which are egg rolls made with fish roe
and wild sesame leaves. Open 24/7, the diner bustles nightly
with drunken guests looking to overcome their hangover. Add
some daegu-gon (cod spermary)—the highly sought-after
delicacy—for KRW 1,000 to your soup.

Tel.051~726~8803 Location:52 Dongbaek-ro, Haeundae-

Tel.051~744~0238 Location:28 Dalmaji-gil 62 beon-gil, Haeundaegu Specialties:daegutang, ￦10,000; almari, ￦6,000 Open:24/7

gu Specialties:fish (cod) and chips, ￦15,000; deep-fried
prawns and chips, ￦19,000 Open:11:00-01:00

Geumsu Bokguk(Main)

Tel.051~742~3600 Location:23 Jungdong 1-ro 43-beongil, Haeundae-gu Specialties:bokjiri (white

puffer fish stew), ￦10,000–35,000; raw puffer fish (small), ￦60,000 Open:24/7

Shigol Babsang Pungwonjang
Haeseong Makchang
This is a rare restaurant in Haeundae where you can
enjoy pork and beef entrails, as well as tripe from
domestically raised cows and pigs for only KRW 8,000
per serving. Charcoal-grilled dishes are to be ordered in
servings of three or more, while stews can be ordered
in servings of two or more. The chewy charcoal-grilled
entrails and tripe—seasoned lightly with garlic, salt,
and pepper—and the spicy tripe stew served in large
amounts are popular items on the menu.
Tel.051~731~3113 Location:29 Jungdong 1-ro 19-beongil,

Haeundae-gu Specialties:somakchang (grilled beef
entrails), ￦8,000 per serving; daechang (grilled beef tripe),
￦ 8,000 per serving; gopchang-jeongol (spicy pork entrails
stew), ￦10,000 per serving Open:17:00-02:00

Haeundae Somunnan Amso Galbijib
Gijang Gomjangeo
For three generations, the
restaurant has insisted on
the traditional way of grilling
gomjangeo or sea eel—
cooking them over dry rice straws—which gives them a
distinctive flavor. To get the top tender and delicious meat,
you have to scrape away the burned and blackened skin
of the eels. All the juice and flavors are retained, thanks
to the high heat from the rice straw fire. The yangnyeom
guyi (marinated and grilled sea eel) is another hit item on
the menu.
Tel.051~721~2934 Location:70 Gijanghaean-ro, Gijang-

eup, Gijang-gun Specialties:jipbul guyi (sea eels grilled over
rice straw fire), ￦60,000 per kilogram Open:09:00-22:00

Songjeongjib
This diner is renowned for its self-made noodles and selfrefined rice. The head chef insists on starting cooking the
moment the customers’ orders are received, so patrons
are compelled to wait long. But the food—prepared with
extraordinary care and devotion—is definitely worth the wait.
The doeji kimchi-jjigae (kimchi stew with pork), made with
prepared suji broth that has been boiled for hours and noodles
dipped in this hearty stew, boast an amazing harmony with
saeng-gimbap (rice wrapped in unseasoned dried seaweed).
Tel.051~704~0577 Location:59 Songjeonggwangeogol-ro,
Haeundae-gu Specialties:saeng-gimbap, ￦2,800; jjinmandu
(steamed dumplings), ￦ 4,000; suji kimchi-jjigae guksu
(noodles in kimchi stew), ￦5,000 Open:11:50-21:00
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Tel.051~746~ 0033 Location:Jungdong 2-ro 10-beongil,
Haeundae-gu Specialties:yangnyeom galbi (marinated ribs),
￦ 32,000; saenggalbi (grilled ribs), ￦ 38,000; bulgogi (stirfried beef), ￦28,000 Open:11:00-21:30

Tel.051~721~7718 Location:5 Dongam 1-gil, Gijang-eup, Gijanggun Specialties:bossam jeongshik (table d’hote featuring steamed
pork), ￦15,000 per person; doeji-bulgogi jeongshik (table d’hote
featuring charcoal-grilled pork), ￦15,000 per person Open:11:00-21:30

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

This traditional Korean-house-turnedrestaurant provides a comfortable and cozy
dining experience in separate and private rooms.
The sutbul hanu galbi guyi (charcoal-grilled
marinated hanu oxen and beef ribs) is the most
popular dish on the menu. Grilled ribs are so
popular that the restaurant often runs out of its
stock by lunch time. The marinated ribs offer a rich and juicy taste without being overpowered
by the marinade. The noodle soup made from meat stock and potatoes
is another delicacy. For groups of six or more, you can make a
reservation in advance.

This restaurant is so famous that dozens of tourists make a point
of visiting this place on chartered buses. The most popular item
on the menu is table d’hote, which features an abundance of
side dishes, including pumpkin soup and japchae (glass-noodle
salad), as well as duck, charcoal-grilled pork, and steamed
tender pork. The favorite of patrons in this restaurant is thedoejibulgogi, which is made even tastier with the charcoal-grilling
technique used. While the restaurant is famous for its traditional
Korean-style table d’hote menu, many visitors also enjoy hoe
(raw fish) table d’hote. The perfect finish to the hearty course
meals on offer is steamed rice served in hot pots, accompanied
bydoenjang-jjigae (bean paste vegetable stew).

PLAN

This local favorite has been serving hot and
hearty bokguk (puffer fish soup) in ttukbaegi
(earthenware pots) and other savory dishes
made with puffer fish for 46 years. The
restaurant is renowned for its kimchi, sauces,
pickled vegetables and side dishes, which they
make using fresh ingredients. Puffer fish, when
cooked to perfection, boasts a tender texture.
Original bokguk is served while the flesh is still white and not spicy, but if you want, you can
always add spices to make it extra hot. Order the table d’hote menu if you want to taste the
other specialties of this restaurant such as the salad with steamed puffer fish, puffer fish
boiled in sauces, and deep-fried puffer fish.

THEME

Tel.051~747~6886 Location:31 Jungdong 1-ro, Haeundae-gu Specialties:choux
pastry, ￦2,300 each; hagwonjeon, ￦1,300 each Open:08:00-23:00

Sokssiwonhan Daegutang

ACTION

Famous
Restaurant

This hit bakery has been so successful that it
has even recently opened a branch in Myeongdong, a major urban center in Seoul. The bakery
is perhaps most famous for its hefty choux
pastry, which features a crispy and buttery
choux filled with vanilla cream that almost
spills from its middle. Another bestseller is
hagwonjeon, a homemade-style castella (sponge cake) particularly popular among children
for its sweet taste and extreme softness.

Fingers & Chat at the Bay 101

START

Ops(Haeundae)

Millak Raw Fish Street 민락 생선회 테마거리

November~ April
(Sun~Thu) sunset to 12 a.m.
(Fri~Sat) sunset to 2 a.m.
May ~ October
(Sun~Thu) sunset to 1 a.m.
(Fri~Sat) sunset to 2 a.m.
July ~ August
sunset to 2 a.m. every day

219 Gwanganhaebyeon-ro, Suyeong-gu
gwangalli.suyeong.go.kr
051~622~4251

Millak Waterfront Park 민락수변공원
Korea’s first-ever waterfront park is situated between
Haeundae and Gwangalli—Millak Waterfront Park.
Part of the sea has been filled-in and transformed
into a park, complete with flower beds, benches,
and shades to provide a green space of relaxation
for visitors. The park also features an outdoor stage
to host various performances against the scenic
backdrop of the sea. Visitors are welcome to bring their
seafood purchases from the nearby market to this park
and enjoy their food in the sea breeze. Locals prefer to
eat their seafood this way, enjoying the sight and scent
of the sea on days when the weather is fair.
361 Gwanganhaebyeon-ro, Suyeong-gu
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Gwanganhaebyeon-ro, Suyeong-gu
www.gwanganbridge.or.kr
051~780~0077

*Gwangandaegyo Bridge
lighting schedule*

Millak-dong, Suyeong-gu
minrakroad.com
051~752~4545

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

The Gwangandaegyo Bridge, which links Namcheon-dong of the Suyeong-gu
district to Woo-dong in the Haeundae-gu district, is more than just a bridge.
State-of-the-art lighting system makes the bridge shine with over 100,000
colors every night, amplifying the beauty and magnificence of the seaside
nightscape of Busan. A recent public contest for the best English nickname
to refer to the bridge ended in the selection of the “Diamond Bridge” as its
official nickname. Would you like to be enchanted by the sparkling beauty of
the Gwangandaegyo Bridge? Then, make sure you find a spot to have a full
view of the bridge around sunset.

PLAN

Gwangandaegyo Bridge 광안대교

Renowned for its panoramic nightscape, Gwangalli
Beach draws millions of visitors every year in search
of dynamic changes in the seaside view from season
to season. The Gwangandaegyo Bridge is an iconic
structure whose glamour peaks at night when it
becomes brightly lit. Works by world-renowned artists
decorate the seaside road, including posthumous works
by video-artist Paik Nam-June and a variety of lighting
artworks, such as the messages written in laser beams
projected from the rooftop of the Suyeong-gu Culture
Center to the sandy beach. The special zones marked
with shrubs and palm trees—such as the Romantic
Street, the Sunset Square, and the Young Street—
provide diverse entertainment and performances. There
are over 100 cafés along Gwangalli Beach, causing
locals to refer to the area as the “Gwangalli Café Street.”
While the Gwangalli Beach is always beautiful and
interesting, we particularly recommend that you visit the
beach either during summer weekend nights, when no
cars are allowed on the neighboring roads, or in the fall
when the Busan Fireworks Festival and other exciting
public events take place.

THEME

Gwangalli Beach 광안리해수욕장

ACTION

Millak-dong, which is near the Gwangalli Beach, has
been the center of raw seafood and fish since decades
ago. The Millak Raw Fish Street is by far the largest
of all similarly themed streets and districts in Korea
today. The district, filled with over 300 restaurants
serving a wide variety of raw seafood, is a paradise for
gourrmet seafood lovers. The street obtained its official
food-themed street status from the Korea Tourism
Organization in 2012. If you want to enjoy fresh local
seafood at a more affordable price, purchase raw
seafood from the nearby market instead of eating in at
a restaurant. You can bring your purchase to a seafood
preparer or a snack cart in the vicinity, and have the
seafood you bought be fully prepared, along with sauces
and vegetables you need, at a marginal fee. If you want
to enjoy your food in the fresh sea breeze, you can ask
the seafood preparer or the snack cart owner to pack
everything up so you can take it to the nearby Waterfront
Park. You can sit anywhere and enjoy your fresh seafood.

START
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START
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Hwangnyeongsan Mountain View Lounge 황령산 전망쉼터

070~7542~7080

Want to feel the adrenaline rush of engaging in
extreme outdoor sports, but without actually
playing one? Take a walk along Oryukdo Skywalk
and look down at the sea 37 meters below the
skywalk. The transparent U-shaped floor, made of
24 glass panels, will make you feel as if you were
hovering above water. The strong tides of the East
Sea might scare you a bit at first, but you need not
worry. The bottom of the glass floor is covered with
four additional safety-tested and 12-millimeterthick glass panels coated with 55-millimeter-thick
bulletproof films. Visitors are required to wear
galoshes before stepping onto the Skywalk in order
to protect the glass floor. The galoshes are available
for free at the entrance.

68 Igidaegongwon-ro, Nam-gu
051~607~6398~9(Igidae Park Management Office)

137 Oryukdo-ro, Nam-gu

Daeyeon Munhwa Golmok 대연문화골목
As the district of Nam-gu is full of universities and colleges, it bustles with young energy and diversity. The
streets linking Kyungsung University and Pukyong National University are lined with restaurants and diners,
trendy shops, art house theaters, and pubs. The Munhwa Golmok, in particular, draws an increasing number of
visitors with its diverse entertainments and events. This ordinary-house-turned-multipurpose-cultural-complex
won the Busan Style Architecture Award in 2008 for its architectural significance and uniqueness. The place
now houses the Yongcheon Jiral Small Theater, two bars—where you can drink wines and beers—as well as
traditional Korean- and Japanese-style pubs, and a bar where you can listen to old songs on LP records.
36-1 Yongso-ro 13-beongil, Nam-gu
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93 UN Pyeonghwa-ro, Nam-gu
www.unmck.or.kr
051~625~0625

Igidae’s semi-legendary backstory says that this is the
place where two Korean courtesans dived into the sea
with a Japanese war general in their arms during one
of the repeated Japanese invasions of Korea. The cliff in
the park provides a fantastic view of the sea underneath.
Igidae Park thus draws thousands of visitors every year
for the beautiful surrounding landscapes and great
fishing points it offers. Open 24/7, the park provides
optimal views of Taejongdae, Oryukdo Island, and the
Suyeong Bay Yachting Center. The views of the Gwangan
Daegyo Bridge from Igidae Park are quite different from
the views one has from the Gwangalli Beach and Marine
City. Igidae Park provides a peaceful and quiet spot for
enjoying ocean views.

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

This is a highly recommended and must-see spot
for tourists in Busan. The UN Memorial Cemetery is
the only one of its kind in the entire world recognized
by the UN General Assembly. The cemetery is
home to the remains of UN troops who fell during
the Korean War. With over 2,300 bodies of soldiers
dispatched from 11 countries—including the United
States, the United Kingdom, France, Turkey, and the
Netherlands—the cemetery is filled with a somber
air. The cemetery also features the Memorial
Service Hall and the Memorabilia Hall erected by
the UN in 1964. The Memorial Service Hall shows
a unique design that pays respect to the diverse
religions of the soldiers interred at the cemetery.
The world’s only UN memorial cemetery in Busan
provides a relief from the bustling city center, as
well as an opportunity to reflect upon the tragedy of
wars. A visit to this place will surely add moments of
reflection to your journey in Busan.

Oryukdo Skywalk 오륙도 스카이워크

PLAN

UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea UN기념공원

Igidae Park 이기대 도시자연공원

THEME

391-39 Hwangnyeongsan-ro, Busanjin-gu

ACTION

There are countless reasons to visit the Hwangnyeongsan Mountain View Lounge. The drive to the lounge is
worthwhile alone to make the trip. Also, the lounge offers an optimal location for watching the Busan Fireworks
Festival. It is also a beloved spot for couples on dates and other visitors on leisurely strolls. While you may drive to
the point of entry into the Hwangnyeongsan Mountain, you need to walk a little in order to get to the lounge. Park
your car in the public parking lot and walk just a bit toward the Bongsudae. The lounge features an observatory
above the ground and an underground cafeteria. Enjoy a warm cup of tea in the lounge while you take in the
breathtaking view of downtown Busan. The lounge is open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day, except on Mondays.
The easiest way to get to the lounge is by the Busan City Tour Bus.

￦ 6,000; suyuk-baekban, ￦ 8,000 Open:10:00-24:00

Alcheon Sundae Gopchang Jeongol

Tel.051~612~5952 Location:88 Yongso-ro 7-beongil, Nam-gu
Specialties:sundae gopchang jeongol, ￦11,000 Open:11:00-21:30

Samsam Hoetjib
You can taste three different types of fresh fish—such as sea breams, halibuts, sea basses,
and cupper sticks—for just KRW 25,000 per person. You can have these fish either served raw
(sashimi style), or make your own sushi by ordering steamed and seasoned rice on the side.
The fresh fish boasts an excellent texture and flavor. Vegetable salad makes a perfect side dish
to these fish dishes.
Tel.051~753~ 6471 Location:278 Gwanganhaebyeon-ro, Suyeong-gu Specialties:￦25,000 per
person Open:12:00-22:00

Namcheon Halmae Tteokppokki(Main)

Suyeong-gu Specialties:bulgogi, ￦27,000 Open:11:00-23:00

Tel.051~754 ~ 6160 Location:8 Gwangnam-ro 142beongil, Suyeong-gu Specialties:Saeng-oribulgogi
ssambap, ￦10,000 Open:11:30-22:00.

Chowon Bokguk Daeyeon-dong(Main)

Darijib

Run by an old chef with a background of over 50 years in
Japanese cooking and his son who was the first chef licensed
to cook puffer fish in Busan, the restaurant offers a wide range
of dishes made with puffer fish, including bok-maeuntang
(spicy puffer fish stew),bokguk (puffer fish soup), bokhoe (puffer
fish sashimi), bok-shabushabu (puffer fish hotpot), bok-suyuk
(boiled puffer fish) and bok-jjim (steamed and seasoned puffer
fish). The bokguk , with its flavorful broth, is particularly popular
among hungover drinkers.

The house specialties include tteokppokki (stir-fried
rice cakes with a spicy sauce) that feature extra-thick
rice cakes and ojingeo tuyigim (deep-fried calamari).
The tteokppokki here forms a richer broth as fish
cake soup is added. Diners can cut the long and extrathick rice cakes in the spicy sauce into smaller pieces
using a pair of scissors. The sauce is not too spicy and
provides a perfect seasoning for the calamari fries.

Tel.051~754 ~1004 Location:8 Namcheonbada-ro 33-beongil,

Hwangnyeong-daero 492beongil, Nam-gu Specialties:bok-jiri (non-spicy puffer fish stew) or
bok-maeuntang (made with brown-backed toadfish), ￦10,000;
kkachibok (striped puffer fish), KRW 18,000 Open:09:00-21:30

Tel.051~625~0130 Location:Suyeong-ro 464-beongil,
Suyeong-gu Specialties:tteokppokki, ￦2,600 per
serving; ojingeo tuyigim, ￦3,000 per three
pieces Open:12:00-22:00(closed on
the second Monday of the month)

Pohang Murhoe

Halmae Jaecheopguk

This raw seafood restaurant rose to fame when it was featured
on TV in 2009. The restaurant’s most popular dishes include
murhoe (raw seafood mixed with vegetables and spices)
and modeum-hoe (assorted sashimi). The best way to enjoy
murhoe is to mix the fresh seafood and vegetables with a
couple of ice cubes and have fruit-based broth served on the
side. You can add either noodles or steamed rice to the mixture.
The restaurant serves its signature spicy rockfish stew
alongside murhoe. The potato sujebi (gnocchi-like pasta) in the
stew is quite delicious.

This amazing diner has been serving the same hearty
jaecheopguk (marsh clam soup) since the Korean
War. Another signature dish on the menu is jaecheopdeopbap —a bowl of steamed rice mixed with marsh
clams and vegetables boiled in doenjang (fermented
bean paste). Every dish on the menu is served with a
bowl of jaecheopguk on the side. The savory marsh
clam broth is seasoned with fresh chives and has a
loyal following in Korea.

Tel.051~ 628 ~ 3935 Location:30

Tel.051~ 625 ~ 4163 Location:33-6 Hwangnyeong-daero 489-beongil, Suyeong-gu

Specialties:jeoneo murhoe (large gizzard), ￦15,000 Open:10:00-

Specialties:tteokppokki, ￦1,500; eomuk (boiled fish cakes), ￦1,500 Open:24/7

22:20

Tel.051~751~7658 Location:8

Gwangnam-ro 120
-beongil, Suyeong-gu Specialties:jaecheop jeongshik
(marsh clams combo), ￦7,000; jaecheopguk, ￦11,000
Open:24/7
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Tel.051~ 621~ 8288 Location:15 UN Pyeonghwa-ro, Nam-gu

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

This little diner insists on using the very chewy ricebased tteokppokki tteok . The finished dish is served
with a mound of chopped cabbage with a fresh and
crisp texture that goes well with the spicy sauce
underneath. Each serving of tteokppokki features
one line of garae-tteok (chewy rice cake) cut into
bite-sized pieces, one piece of eomuk (fish cake), and one-half of a boiled egg. The deep-fried
vegetables vary in prices. The diner offers to have the cold deep-fried food reheated in its
microwave oven, but it is best enjoyed when piping hot and dipped into tteokppokki sauce.

This restaurant buys its vegetables from nearby local
farms, thus guaranteeing their freshness and quality.
Among the vegetables they serve are mustard
greens, bok choy, carrots, shinseoncho (Angelica
keiskei), lettuce, endives, and Napa cabbages. The
signature item on the menu is the saeng-oribulgogi
ssambap (leafy vegetable combo with stir-fried duck
and vegetables). Aside from the duck, other meat
dishes on the menu include jeyuk (stir-fried pork),
nakji-bokkeum (stir-fried octopus), so-bulgogi (stirfried seasoned beef), and hanbang suyuk (steamed
pork and boiled with herbs).

PLAN

Order a sundae gopchang jeongol (spicy pork entrails stew with sundae or Korean sausages)
and the restaurant will serve you a small tasting plate of its famous delicious boiled sundae.
The restaurant insists on making its own sundae following the traditional style. The spicy stew,
featuring an abundance of sundae and pork entrails, becomes even more delicious if you add a
spoonful or two of dried wild sesame powder. End this hearty meal by frying steamed rice with
the remaining sauce on the bottom of the pan.

As its name indicates, the
specialty of this restaurant
is the Eony ang-st y le
bulgogi, which is prepared
by seasoning thin and
tender strips of beef from
Korean-raised cows with
sweet and garlicky soy sauce. The meat is then grilled over
charcoal fire and the tender strips of beef are cooked very
quickly. As the sauce is light and not overbearing, one can
immediately taste the beef’s natural and juicy taste. Wrap the
cooked bulgogi in washed kimchi, and end your meal with a
serving of hot and spicy kimchi-jjigae (kimchi stew).

THEME

Tel.051~ 628 ~7020 Location:2 UN Pyeonghwa-ro 13-beongil, Nam-gu Specialties:doeji-gukbap,

Daegwol Ssambap

ACTION

Famous
Restaurant

This favorite local diner that serves Busan’s
famous doeji-gukbap (rice served in pork broth)
is located in Daeyeon-dong. Visit this place during
meal times and you will most likely have to wait a
while. Of course, doeji-gukbap —served with lightly
seasoned chive salad—is the most popular item
on the menu. Another best-seller is the suyuk-baekban , which is served with separate
rice and broth along with an additional dish of tender and steamed pork neck. Wrap
the steamed pork in leafy vegetables or just eat the meat dipped in the specialty house
sauce—either way, you will be delighted!

Busan Eonyang Bulgogi
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Ssangdungyi Doejigukbap
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West Busan 서부산[Soebusan]
PIT A PAT, BUSAN!
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Dadaepo Sunset Fountain of Dream 다대포 꿈의 낙조분수

Marking the southwesternmost tip of Busan
is Dadaepo Beach. With its shallow and warm
sea, it becomes the perfect vacation spot for
families with young children. Part of the beach is
a mud flat, which provides natural opportunities
for visiting children to observe and learn about
organisms living in such environment. The
beach is surrounded by a sand arrestation
forest of some 50,000 trees, allowing visitors to
enjoy refreshing walks through the woods after
enjoying bathing in the sea. Recently, the beach
has risen to fame with its international rock
festival held every summer.

If you are in the Dadaepo area, do not miss out on any chance
to witness this otherworldly combination of fountain jets,
glamorous lighting shows, and music. Like a radio program,
the fountain show accepts requests for music, personal stories
for celebration, and even requests for help with wedding
proposals. If you have any occasion to celebrate, the Sunset
Fountain will make it all the more memorable. You can submit
your request or story two days prior to your planned viewing of
the fountain. The fountain is closed on Mondays.

songdo.bsseogu.go.kr

Amnam Park 암남공원

Amnam-dong, Seo-gu

Morundae
몰운대

The name of this
place, which used
to be an island
up until the 16th century, means “a place of
fog and cloud.” It was called as such because
the area is prone to such weather phenomena
because of topographical reasons. Walk in
the pine woods, and free yourself from all
the concerns of busy urban life. Morundae is
particularly renowned for its beautiful sunset.
Check the time the sun is supposed to set
before visiting Morundae so that you can catch
the magnificent red-and-orange sky with your
own eyes.
73 Morundae 1-gil, Saha-gu
tour.saha.go.kr
051~220~4524

(as of 2015)

Experience
fountain
10~20
running
time
Music
fountain
20
running
time

11:00(running on request for visits by day care centers,
kindergartens, and schools)
14:00, 15:00, 16:00, 17:00
Once after the weekday night music fountain performance
Once after the first part of the weekend night music performance
By season
Spring (Apr.)
Summer
(May-Aug.)
Fall
(Sept.-Nov.)

Weekday
19:30

Sat./Sun./holidays
19:30 / 20:30

20:00

20:00 / 21:00

19:30

19:00 / 20:00

52 Morundae 1-gil, Saha-gu
fountain.saha.go.kr
051~220~5891~2

Amisan Observatory 아미산 전망대
Amisan Observatory is perhaps the best location for getting
unhindered and panoramic views of the Nakdonggang River’s
estuary. The observatory also includes a gallery that displays
images and descriptions of the unique topography and geology
surrounding Nakdonggang River. The blue river under the
midday sun is a refreshing sight, but the river’s beauty reaches
its peak under the burning sky come sunset. The view of the
sun setting over the river is heartwarming indeed.
77 Dadaenakjo 2-gil, Saha-gu
051~265~6863

wetland.busan.go.kr
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185 Amnamgongwon-ro, Seo-gu
culture.bsseogu.go.kr
051~240~4538

Busan’s Seo-gu district need not envy Namgu district’s Oryukdo Skywalk for it has its own
Songdo Skywalk. The Maritime Walking Course,
which opened in June 2015, is the longest
and the first curve-shaped skywalk in Korea.
Guests can walk along the skywalk to reach an
observatory that hovers above the middle of the
sea. By night, the skywalk gains a new charm
thanks to the glamorous lighting works, which,
coupled with the lighting works on the nearby
Namhangdaegyo Bridge, provide an enchanting
nightscape.

Gamcheonhang-ro, Saha-gu
tour.busan.go.kr
051~207~6041

*Performance hours of Dadaepo Sunset Fountain of Dreams*

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

You can reach this vast and sprawling 560,000m2 green
space at the end of your walk along the Songdo Haean
Bollegil Road extending from Songdo Beach. Amnam
Park is a great place where you can relax and enjoy
various recreational activities and entertainment using the
observatory, the viaducts, and the outdoor stage. There are
traces of Neolithic Era remains on the coastal part of the
park, including dinosaur footprints. If you find history fun and
interesting, Amnam Park—steeped in history—will be the
perfect destination for you.

Songdo Skywalk 송도 스카이워크

PLAN

Amnam-dong, Seo-gu
051~240~4000

Dadaepo Beach 다대포해수욕장

THEME

Nicknamed “the Naples of East Asia,” Songdo Beach boasts
of a romantic seaside landscape. It was also the first public
beach to open in Korea. The name “Songdo” (“Pine Colony”)
is reminiscent of the area’s past when it was covered with
pine forests. Every year, the beach draws large crowds
of visitors with its famed festivals, including the Sea Art
Festival and the Hyeonin Pop Music Festival. The diving
board that used to extend over the seawater before being
demolished, was recently restored in 2013 in celebration of
the centennial of the beach’s public opening. Since then, it
has been the center of the annual Maritime Diving Contest.

ACTION

Songdo Beach 송도해수욕장

Facing Amnam Park is an amazing trail where
you can take in an untainted and beautiful view
of the ocean. Designated as a National Geology
Park, the Songdo Haean Billegil Road boasts
a wide variety of stones. Taking a closer look
at these myriad of stones will reveal their true
age. This is one of the few trails in the world that
retain the geological structure dating back 100
million years. Take a break from walking and
enjoy the sights of the sea using the telescopes
dotting the steel decks between Songdo Beach
and Amnam Park.

Editor’s Picks Must-See Sights in Gamcheon
eon Culture Village
g

Perhaps the most popular Photo Zone among visitors
i it
touring
t
the Gamcheon Culture Village is this
site. Visitors wait in endless lines during weekends to take photos at this zone. The zone is a reminder

ACTION

1. The Little Prince and the Desert Fox
ox

START

*DPFKHRQ

of the beloved classic, The Little Prince , and also invites visitors to view the surroundings with the
emotional sensibility and care of the eponymous character.

The human-shaped sculptures add an interesting twist to the views of Gamcheon

THEME

2. Becoming One with Gamcheon
Culture Village. Depending on which angle you take, you can make the sculptures
completely disappear into the background as you take pictures. Change up your
and interesting features like this Photo Zone.

PLAN

angles to take interesting and diverse photos! The neighborhood is filled with unique

3. Gamnaeeoulteo
Also known as the Gamcheon Culture Village Community Center, Gamnaeeoulteo offers arts-andcrafts workshops on the first floor; a gallery and a café on the second; and a seodang , or a traditional
Confucian school on the third floor, where children can take classes on the Confucian
classics. The fourth floor houses a lounge for guests, and the rooftop is equipped
with an observatory that offers views of the entire neighborhood below. Formerly a
public bathhouse, the building features a sculpture of the former bathhouse owner at
the entrance, as well as a very realistic sculpture of an old man enjoying his bath.

Editor’s Picks Must-Do Activities in Gamcheon Culture Village

Gamcheon Culture Village 감천문화마을

place where you can hone and boast your arts-and-crafts skills.

1. Ceramic making make your own mugs, ceramic accessories, flower pots, etc.
2. Wooden craft make your own clocks, wooden clips, pen holders, hairpieces, etc.
3. Natural dyeing dye various pieces of fabrics, including handkerchiefs, scarves, t-shirts, and bags
4. Traditional shoe (hwahye) making learn from Intangible Cultural Property No. 17 at the Hwahyejang
how to make traditional-style Korean shoes known as hwahye

5. Resident artists also provide their own workshops and classes throughout the village.
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Gamnae 2-ro, Saha-gu
gamcheon.or.kr
070~4219~5556

Gamcheon Culture Village provides diverse learning and participation programs. This is a perfect

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

The ghetto of war refugees that began to take hold in this area
during the 1950s has evolved into one of the most beloved
tourist destinations in Korea today. The exotic neighborhood,
reminiscent of Machu Picchu in Peru, leaves a deep impression
in the hearts of visitors. The steppe-like arrangements of
houses, as well as the narrow and winding alleyways running
through these rows of houses, form an exciting maze to
explore. The Neighborhood Art Project has left unique murals
everywhere throughout this area. Check out all the Stamp
Zones and the Photo Zones to get to know this unique village.

*DQJVHR

Nakdonggang River Eco Tour Cruise 낙동강생태탐방선

Samnak Riverside Sports Park
삼락생태공원

PLAN

Conveniently located on the banks of the Samnakgang
River, this vast sports park offers various courts and
amenities for sports games, as well as a wildflower
complex for perfect recreation and relaxation. The
soccer fields, baseball courts, basketball courts, and
other sports facilities attract families, local teams
and sports aficionados alike. The nearby 57,000m2
canola flower field blossoms into a golden yellow
come spring, thus making the area easily visible from
afar. You will not want to miss any chance to take
pictures amid the endless field of yellow flowers.
Canola flowers fully bloom in late March and April.
Visit the park during the Canola Flower Festival for
additional activities and shows to enjoy.

THEME

Eulsukdo Island Quay
(Open April through October)
•KRW 5,000 to 10,000 per adult
•KRW 3,000 to 7,000 for seniors / teens /
disabled persons / national heroes (fare
varies depending on destination)
Hwamyeong Quay
(Open from November through March)
•KRW 7,000 per adult
•KRW 5,000 for seniors / teens / disabled
persons / national heroes

ACTION

* Fares *

The Nakdonggang River Eco Tour Cruise carries 30 passengers
on each trip that departs from the Eulsukdo Island, travels
via Hwamyeong, and enters Mulgeum in Yangsan. The cruise
provides the perfect opportunity for enjoying the amazing
natural landscape along Nakdonggang River. Onboard, a
curator will entertain guests with richly detailed stories about
the nature, history, and culture of the Nakdong region. You can
also enjoy a romantic view of the sunset onboard. The cruises
are closed on Mondays so do call in advance if you plan to book.
Eulsukdo Island Quay: Nakdonggang Bird Sanctuary,
1233 Nakdongnam-ro, Saha-gu
Hwamyeong Quay: Hwamyeong Eco Park,
Gangbyeondae-ro, Buk-gu
btoeco.or.kr
051~294~2135

START

(XOVXNGR

686 Samnak-dong, Sasang-gu
051~303~0048

Let’s Run Park Busan Gyeongnam 렛츠런파크 부산경남
Nakdong Estuary Eco Center 낙동강하구에코센터
The Nakdonggang River’s estuary provides a
comfortable habitat for a wide variety of migratory
birds throughout the year. The Nakdong Estuary Eco
Center is a great place of learning where visitors
can observe diverse birds and learn about the
natural history of the river. If you are a nature lover
and want to appreciate the remnants of primitive
nature in the southeastern part of Korea, do include
the Nakdong Estuary Eco Center in your itinerary.
Enjoy a peaceful walk along the wooden decks that
surround the Center and free yourself from the
burdens and frenzy of urban life.

929 Garak-daero, Gangseo-gu

park.kra.co.kr

051~901~7114

Nakdonggang Bird Sanctuary(Eulsukdo Island)
을숙도 철새도래지

In July 1996, the delta at the mouth of the Nakdong River
was designated as a Natural Monument of Korea. The delta
region reveals different faces as the tides ebb and flow and
the seasons change. The reed-covered wetland provides
a welcome habitat for water birds. From this optimal bird
watching location, you will be able to see flocks of snipes
that visit Korea in spring and fall, and wild geese in winter.
There is something about the elegant flights of these birds
that makes us realize that we are not the only species on
this planet and that it is our duty to protect the natural
habitats of these diverse species.
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1240 Nakdongnam-ro, Saha-gu
tour.saha.go.kr
051~209~2000

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

1240 Nakdongnam-ro, Saha-gu
wetland.busan.go.kr
051~209~2000

The Let’s Run Park is the largest horse-themed open park in Korea. Ready for all kinds of
visitors, this vast space can accommodate up to 30,000 guests at once. The park also has a
horse museum, the Race Horse Land, and other facilities for sports and horseback-riding
lessons. It’s a great venue for experienced and novice horseback riders alike.

One of the three most renowned jjamppong
(spicy noodle soup) places in Busan, Bokseong
Banjeom uses light pork broth, which is only
boiled for 30 minutes, in order to maximize
the rich flavors of the seafood included in
its jjamppong . The restaurant only uses the
freshest seafood ingredients—including squids,
clams, and prawn—procured daily from the local market.

While the standard choice at a naengmyeon (cold noodle) house like this
would either be the Hamheung-style spicy bibim-naengmyeon made of sweet
potato starch or the Pyongyang-style mul-naengmyeon made of buckwheat flour.
Haeju Naengmyeon is also famous for its Busan-style milmyeon made of wheat flour.
The sweet potato starch noodles are particularly chewy and sweet, and served with a perfectly seasoned spicy
dressing. The sweetish, yet savory cold broth of its mul-milmyeon is also highly praised.

Tel.051~291~7834 Location:289 Hashinjungang-ro, Saha-gu Specialties:jjamppong, ￦ 6,000;

photos http://blog.naver.com/pmho000/40185889762, courtesy of Haneul

Tel.051~291~ 4841 Location:5 Nakdong-daero 324-beongil, Saha-gu Specialties:Pyongyang naengmyeon, ￦ 8,000;

Hamheung naengmyeon, ￦8,000 Open:11:30-21:00 (closed on the second and fourth Mondays of the month)

Osaka

Tel.051~205~8408 Location:2 Nakdong-daero 34-beongil,

Saha-gu Specialties:hamburg steak, ￦7,000; okonomiyaki,
￦5,000; goroke, ￦1,000 each Open:11:30-21:30 (closed for
preparation from 15:00 to 17:00)
photos courtesy of Shikshin

Dongnyeok Tonkatsu

Open:10:00-21:30 (closed on the second and fourth Sundays of the month)
photos http://blog.naver.com/eyec0/220408661419, courtesy of Ororong

This seafood restaurant
is famous for its aguijjim
(steamed and seasoned
anglerfish) anddaeguppoljjim
(steamed and seasoned cod
heads). In particular, the
aguijjim , served on a huge
plate covered with a mound of fragrant watercress and
crisp beansprouts, instantly waters the mouth. You can
adjust the spice level of the spicy steamed seafood dishes
you order. The side dishes this restaurant offers are also
excellent, including the not-too-salty—yet flavorful—
vegetable salad and pancakes, as well as the dongchimi
(pickled radishes in brine). For a yummy bonus treat, add
potatoes to the remainder of the sauce on your plate!

Tel.070 ~ 4283 ~9638 Location:143 Songdohaebyeon-ro,
Seo-gu Specialties:Americano, ￦4,100; strawberry smoothie,
￦6,500; milk patbingsu, ￦7,000 Open:09:00-24:00

Namhae Hoetjib
The recommended choice at this restaurant is either hoebaekban (sashimi meal combo) or dom-baekban (cooked
sea bream meal combo), or you can have a mix of the
two. The restaurant prepares its raw fish in a particular
way, which involves wrapping fish fillets with kelp, and
covering the wraps in ground barley flour, which is then
lightly fermented for six hours in the fridge. The fish fillets
are then dipped into hallabong (Jeju citrus) vinegar and
fermented again for another two hours in the fridge. This
method maximizes the umami flavor of the fish. Another
popular choice on the menu is gyeran-jjim (steamed
eggs), mixed with hemp root and prawn. All side dishes,
steamed rice, and soups can be refilled.
Tel.051~292~ 8838 Location:56-1 Sari-ro, Saha-gu
Specialties:Hoe-baekban, ￦20,000 per person Open:12:00-

21:00 (closed for preparation between 14:00 and 16:30)
photos http://blog.naver.com/etome56/220474528191,
courtesy of Bure

Tel.051~203 ~ 4425 Location:15

Nakdong-daero 135beonangil, Saha-gu Specialties:agujjim (medium), ￦28,000;
daeguppoljjim (medium), ￦28,000 Open:12:00-20:50
photos courtesy of Shikshin

World Tongdak
This chicken place deep-fries chickens in a gigantic
cast-iron pot filled with boiling oil to maximize the
meat’s juiciness and tenderness. While the yangnyeom
chicken (fried chicken covered in a spicy sauce) and
the original fried chicken are their signature dishes,
the chewy dakttongjib (seasoned and grilled chicken
gizzard) is also popular as an accompaniment to cold
beer. World Tongdak is also famous for its generous
portions.
Tel.051~261~9746 Location:22 Jangnimbeonyeong-ro,

Saha-gu Specialties:yangnyeom chicken, ￦15,000; fried
chicken, ￦15,000 Open:10:00-03:00
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Tel.051~255 ~3209 Location:43 Chungmu-daero, Seo-gu Specialties:tonkatsu, ￦ 6,000

This charming café is located at the scenic Songdo Beach,
and offers a wide range of drinks and desserts, including
various coffee drinks, smoothies, teas, lemonades, fresh
fruit juices, churros, and patbingsu (shaved ice topped with
fruit and red bean paste). This café’s churros and patbingsu
are particularly popular. The outdoor terraces attract steady
streams of guests on the weekends when the weather is
nice. The café also offers film screenings at night.

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

This diner offers more than two-dozen tonkatsu
(Japanese- and Korean-style pork cutlets)
dishes, including classic chicken cutlets and
pork cutlets wrapped in mashed sweet potato
and cheese, as well as bulgogi-style pork cutlets
with cheese, among others. Every pork cutlet
on the menu is prepared using first-grade
Korean-produced pork loins and cooked upon
order. Order a dish for each person at the table, and enjoy unlimited amounts of macaroni and
vegetable salad, tteokppokki (stir-fried rice cake in a spicy sauce), jjolmyeon (spicy cold noodle
salad), and other side dishes for free.

Daetimulkkong

PLAN

This diner run by a Japanese owner-chef serves
Japanese-style home cooking. The izakaya on
the first floor serves alcoholic drinks and snacks.
The diner is on the second floor and offers meals
such as ramen (noodle soups),deopbap (steamed
rice covered with meat and vegetables), curry,
and sushi. Its signature dishes include goroke
(deep-fried potato croquettes) and okonomiyaki
(Japanese-style pancakes). The goroke is best enjoyed with cabbage salad and sauce.
Hamburg-style steaks are also popular.

TCC

THEME

sacheon-jjamppong (Szechuan style), ￦8,000 Open:11:00-20:00
photos http://blog.naver.com/kmarine814/70109094103, courtesy of Gatchimeogeo

ACTION

Haeju Naengmyeon

START

Famous
Restaurant

Bokseong Banjeom

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!
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Geumgang Park 금강공원

The district of Dongnae-gu perhaps has the most stories and is the most historical of all districts that make up
modern-day Busan. It is also home to the millennium-old Dongnaeeupseong Fortress, which was one of the most
contested battlegrounds during the Imjin Korea–Japan War. From atop the fortress, you can view the entirety
of Haeundae-gu and Geumjeong-gu. The most famous features of the fortress are the North Gate (Bukmun)
and the long trail along the exterior wall. The adjacent Jang Young-sil Science Park, Bokcheon Museum, and
Dongnaeeupseong History Museum provide all the more reasons to visit this historic place. The Dongnaeeupseong
History Festival takes place every October. The Barefoot Trail and the Cypress Trail provide excellent opportunities
for therapeutic walks and meditation.
051~550~6611

THEME

Bokcheon-dong, Myeongnyun-dong, and Allak-dong, Dongnae-gu

ACTION
PLAN

If you are tired from the hustle and bustle of
downtown Busan and feel a little homesick for
Mother Nature, Geumgang Park is the place
to go. First established as Geumgangwon in
1940, the place was reopened as a public park in
1965. Since then, it has been a beloved space for
greenery by locals. The on-site cable car service
is the longest in Korea at a total of 1,260 meters.
The cable car carries passengers along the
ridge of the Geumjeongsan Mountain, providing
them with open views of the park and the
surrounding urban parts of Busan. The park is
also home to the Busan Marine Natural History
Museum, which houses a wide collection of
various marine organism specimens, as well as
the Busan Botanical Garden, which holds 2,300
species of plants in its collection.

Dongnaeeupseong Fortress 동래읍성

START

'RQJQDH

155 Ujangchun-ro, Dongnae-gu
geumgangpark.bisco.or.kr
051~ 860~7880

Heosimcheong 허심청

Yeonsan-dong, Yeonje-gu

oncheon.dongnae.go.kr

Hotel Nongsim, 23 Geumganggongwon-ro
20-beongil, Dongnae-gu
www.hotelnongshim.com
051~550~2200

64●65

The Oncheoncheon River was born in 2005 as a result of a nature-friendly river formation project. Since then, it
has been a beloved spot for leisurely walks and romantic dates. The riverside walking trail and bicycle path invite
locals and visitors to take a break and relax amid nature. The in-line skating tracks, basketball court, badminton
court, and other sports facilities keep visitors engaged in exciting and fun sports. The riverside park is also
renowned for the charming scenes that the seasonal changes bring. The park is filled with pink cherry blossoms
in spring, which becomes bright silver as grasses and reeds shoot up come autumn. The public water pool, open
during summer, attracts over 10,000 visitors a day. There is also a music fountain with exciting lighting works that
creates an entertaining show at night.

For decades, Hotel Nongshim has been a popular
place of comfortable and luxurious accommodation
for international tourists and guests on business
trips. The pride of the hotel is undoubtedly its
massive hot spring facility— Heosimcheong. Fed
with first-grade natural hot spring water available
from the neighboring Dongnae Hot Spring District,
Heosimcheong provides guests with the utmost spa
experience. The grand glass rooftop lets in a vast
amount of natural sunlight, while the unique interior
décor inside the spa adds to the luxury of the place.
The capacious 4,300m2 hotel can accommodate
3,000 guests at once. It offers 40 hot spring pools,
including the Jangsu, Hoemok, Donggul (Cave), and
Nocheon (Outdoor) Pools. The all-natural aromatic
and medicinal ingredients dipped into these pools
vary from season to season.

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

Oncheoncheon Civic Park 온천천 시민공원

START

6DMLN
Sajik Baseball Stadium 사직야구장

ACTION

Samjung the Park 삼정더파크

295-1 Saessak-ro, Busanjin-gu

www.samjungthepark.com

PLAN

The Seongjigok Zoo, which closed down in 2005, was reborn as Samjung the Park in 2014 after a massive renovation
and overhaul. As Busan’s one and only zoo, it features over 1,200 animals of 123 species, including meerkats, prairie
dogs, porcupines, and mongooses. At this park, visitors not only get to watch animals, but also interact with animals,
as the place also provides many unique and exciting opportunities. The park offers a wide range of activities—such
as Pony Riding, Jungle Maze, Rope Safari, Animal Storytelling, and Learning Zoology—that enable visitors to learn
about the animals at the zoo and the importance of life.

THEME

The Sajik Baseball Stadium forms the
central feature of the vast Busan Sajik
Sports Complex, renowned for its capacity
to accommodate a wide range of sporting
events and activities. Since 1986, the stadium
has been the home base for the Lotte Giants,
a major presence in the Korean professional
baseball league. The baseball stadium is a
great place to enjoy good snacks and watch
thrilling ball games. It becomes particularly
exciting with the unique cheering culture of
local citizens that involves the use of scrap
newspapers and plastic bags. The Lotte
Giants Baseball Museum on the
second floor displays a wide
collection of articles that attest
to the history of the home team.
The cheering culture of Lotte
Giants’ local fans is so unique
and fun that it was even featured
in The New York Times in 2014.

051~ 811~ 8800

Busan Children’s Grand Park 부산어린이대공원

45 Sajik-ro, Dongnae-gu
051~505~7422

Busan Asiad Main Stadium
부산아시아드주경기장

Established at the foot of the Baegyangsan Mountain
in 1986, the Samgwangsa Temple has grown into a
major center of Cheontaejong Buddhism in Busan
with a congregation of almost 360,000. Climb the
108-step Yongyeon Staircase that features the 12
symbols of the Chinese zodiac, and you will discover
a massive community center that can accommodate
10,000 congregants. Also, you will be impressed to see
the 30-meter Dabotap Tower. Every May the temple
becomes a sight to behold with over 40,000 brightly lit
lotus flower lanterns carrying the wishes of donors.
Because of Samgwangsa Temple’s Lotus Lantern
Festival, the temple has been included into CNN’s list
of 50 must-see sights in Korea.
29-7 Choeupcheon-ro 33-beongil, Busanjin-gu
www.samkwangsa.or.k
051~ 808~7111
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344 World Cup-daero, Yeonje-gu
stadium.busan.go.kr
051~500~2121

295 Saessak-ro, Busanjin-gu
bschildpark.bisco.or.kr
051~ 860~7848

Samgwangsa Temple 삼광사

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

A monument to the fever and passion that swept up
the entire nation during the 2002 Korea–Japan World
Cup Games, Busan Asiad Main Stadium bears the
footprints of the acclaimed players who suited up
for Team Korea during the historic World Cup. The
flame holder used during the Asian Games in Busan
is still also here. A pivotal feature of the Busan Sports
Complex is the stadium, which accommodates
various soccer and track-and-field games, as well
as a wide range of performances and public events.
Also, it is home to the Busan IPark soccer team. The
stadium is open to the public even on non-game days,
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. It is easily accessible from the
Sports Complex Station on Metro Line 3.

Originating from the Seongjigok Amusement Park that
opened in 1971, Busan Children’s Grand Park provides
a welcome relief to urbanites with its refreshing
natural landscape and wildlife in the heart of the city.
At Samjung the Park, you will be immediately greeted
by animals. Then, start walking along the Nokdamgil
road made of eco-friendly wooden decks where
the phytoncide and fresh air emitted by over 50,000
trees and shrubs will shower you with new green
energy. Walk up the hill a bit and you will discover the
Seongjigok Water Reservoir, which used to be a major
source of water for locals in Busan. The site around the
reservoir provides a venue for various public events,
s. The nearby Kid
including the annual walkathons.
Kideuk Park provides great public water pools free of
charge in July and August.

START

3XVDQ1DW O8QLYf%HRPHRVD7HPSOH
Pusan University the Street of Youth 부산대학교 젊음의 거리

Geumjeongsanseong Fortress 금정산성

452 Sanseong-ro, Geumjeong-gu

tour.busan.go.kr

PLAN

By far the largest of all historic mountain fortresses in Korea, Geumjeongsanseong Fortress also possesses
inestimable historical value. It was built by the Joseon government in the aftermath of the Imjin and Manchu invasions
by the Japanese and the Mongolians. Of the original 17 kilometers that made up the fortress, only 4 kilometers
remain today. To visit, you can take the cable car from Geumgang Park and you will easily reach the South Gate of the
fortress. Alternatively, you can enjoy trekking through the hilly course extending from Beomeosa Temple through
Naewonam Hermitage, Godangbong Peak, and the North Gate of the fortress, to Sanseong Village. At the end of
this three-hour trek you will be able to stand atop Godangbong Peak, which marks the height of the Geumjeongsan
Mountain and see a panoramic view of the surrounding towns, including Gimhae. The nearby Sanseong Village offers
highly praised local specialties, including makgoli (unrefined rice wine), goat meat, and duck.

THEME

Jangjeon-dong, Geumjeong-gu

ACTION

The area around Pusan National University Station on Metro Line 1 is one of the busiest and hottest commercial
districts in the populous city of Busan. The Street of Youth extends from Exit Gates 1 and 3 of the metro station to
the entrance of Pusan National University. The street draws large crowds of young people, including secondaryschool students, as well as university students throughout the year with its trendy clothing and fashion accessory
stores. The Fashion Town and the Bonded Trade Street, the most popular attractions, throbs with vibrant and
youthful energy.

051~519~4081~4

Beomeosa Temple 범어사

Editor’s Picks Finding Fashion Tips on the Street of Youth

1. Fashion Town
You can find almost all major Korean fashion brands in this district. The
more than 100 boutiques that line the street in this part of town lure
young customers with items in the latest trends. This is the place where
Busan’s most fashionable and trend-conscious people buy their clothes
and fashion accessories. Here, you can easily compare the styles and
prices of diverse young brands and pick the one that suits you best.
Busandaehak-ro 49-beongil, Geumjeong-gu

The unique and diverse boutiques along this
thiis street
st
entice curious and
fun-loving people. Most of the shops here carry a carefree, vintageloving, and free-spirited atmosphere. Hundreds of vintage clothing
shops, bag shops, shoe shops, and other stores offering unique fashion
items fill its maze-like alleyways.

Green leaves and plants exert a mysterious
therapeutic power on the visitors’ mind.
Geumgang Botanical Garden, the first of its kind
to be managed by a private company in Korea,
provides a safe and relaxing haven for tired minds
and bodies. Established by Sungchang Enterprise
in 1969, the botanical garden is open to all Busan
residents. It features over 2,300 species of exotic
tropical plants, including palm trees and cacti. The
garden is also famous for the beautiful landscape
created by artificial waterfalls and stonework,
creating a calming place where you can relax and
recharge.
2148 Jungang-daero, Geumjeong-gu
051~582~3284
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Geumjeong-ro 68-beongil, Geumjeong-gu

250 Beomeosa-ro, Geumjeong-gu
www.beomeo.kr
051~508~3122

Geumgang Botanical Garden 금강식물원

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

2. Bonded Trade Street

Along with the Haeinsa and Tongdosa Temples, this
Buddhist temple situated at the foot of Geumjeong Mountain
is known as one of the three major Buddhist temples of the
Yeongnam region. Founded by Monk Euisang the Great in
CE 678 during the reign of the Silla King Munmu, this historic
temple has been a major venue of Buddhist teachings in East
Asia. The name beomeo means a golden fish and a golden
well and according to lore, these items were bestowed upon
the temple from above. The capacious halls—daeungjeon,
jijangjeon, and gwameumjeon —add to the magnificence and
stately beauty of this historic temple. The place also offers
a temple stay program for visitors who want to learn about
important Buddhist rituals, including yebul (worship) and
barugongyang (meal sharing). Beomeosa Temple’s lengthy
trail of steps has been included in the “100 Most Beautiful
Roads of Korea.”

Jinmi Sobulgogi

Specialties:sobulgogi (small), ￦22,000; sogogi-yukjeon, ￦11,500 Open:13:00-01:00

Dongun Banjeom
One of the three majorjjamppong (spicy noodle
soup) restaurants in Busan, Dongun Banjeom
offers handmade noodles that harmonize
beautifully with the rich and flavorful soup
broth that is not too spicy. Their jjamppong is
also famous for the abundant amount of pork
strips alongside an equally abundant amount
of seafood. Bokkeumbap (fried rice) and tangsuyuk (deep-fried pork strips covered in sweet
and sour sauce) seasoned with yuzu-flavored citrus sauce are also popular dishes.

Hakata Donkotsu-ramen Umaido

Yangpuni Galbijjim

The chef of this Japanese-style diner insists on
making the noodles himself. You can order chashu
(boiled and seasoned pork) on the side and add it
to your ramen soup. You can adjust the spiciness
level of your ramen soup using a three-level scale.
The tsukemen dish comes with an extra bowl of
well-seasoned and flavorful broth, where you can
dip your ramen noodles.

The signature dishes on the
menu include doeji-galbijjim,
made with Korean-raised
pork ribs, and hanu-galbijjim,
made with Korean beef ribs.
The ribs used in the doejigalbijjim boast extra amounts of
meat. The spicy sauce is made with
Cheongyang chili pepper, soy sauce, and spicy soy sauce, and
no capsaicin sauce is used for this dish. The seasoning of the
red and spicy pork galbijjim can be adjusted according to your
taste. After you finish the meat, have some steamed rice fried
with the remaining sauce.

Tel.051~ 514 ~ 8785 Location:9 Busandaehak-ro

63-beongil, Geumjeong-gu Specialties:tsukemen
special, ￦ 8,000; gyoza (fried dumplings), ￦2,500
Open:11:00-22:00
(closed from
14:30 to 16:30
for preparation)

PLAN

Tel.051~553~7792 Location:40 Chungnyeol-daero 181-beongil, Dongnae-gu

Tel.051~505~0388 Location:197 Sajikbuk-ro 28-beongil, Dongnae-gu Specialties:doeji saenggalbi, ￦8,000; doeji
yangnyeom-galbi, ￦8,000 Open:12:00-22:00 (closed on the first Monday of the month)

THEME

Here, you can enjoy as much glass noodles, dumplings, mushrooms, and other vegetables
from the salad bar as you like. Jinmi Sobulgogi’s waitresses leave a kettle full of broth on
every table so that you can add broth to your dishes as needed. Add as many mushrooms,
glass noodles, and tteok (rice cakes) as you want to your bulgogi base and adjust the
seasoning to your liking. The beef bulgogi makes an excellent accompaniment to their
Vietnamese-style vegetable wraps. Sogogi-yukjeon (pan-fried beef strips) is also a
popular dish.

ACTION

Famous
Restaurant

In front of this restaurant hangs a banner that reads: “Cook with
utmost care. Never do anything unworthy with the things that
people eat.” Their signature dishes include doeji-saenggalbi
(unseasoned pork ribs grilled over charcoal) and yangnyeomgalbi (seasoned pork ribs grilled over charcoal). The rib
seasoning is made with a fermented wild herb vinegar and pear
juice. The slightly bitter after-taste of the wild herb vinegar adds a
distinctive flavor to the ribs.

START

Samdae Doejigulgogi

Tel. 051 ~ 553 ~ 0948 Location: 47-5

Chungnyeol-daero
181-beongil, Dongnae-gu Specialties:doeji-galbijjim, ￦10,000
Open:11:00-01:00

Tel.051~556~9135 Location:48 Oncheonjang-ro 119-beongil, Dongnae-gu Specialties:jjamppong,
￦5,000; tangsuyuk (small), ￦10,000 Open:10:40-20:00 (closed on the first and third Mondays of
the month)

photos http://chaokeai.blog.me/220635010025, courtesy of Ppocha

Tel.051~552~ 0792 Location:43-10
￦20,000 Open:12:00-22:00

Myeongnyun-ro 94-beongil, Dongnae-gu

Specialties:dongnae

pajeon (small) /

70 ●71

Tel.051~ 514 ~ 3885 Location:46 Geumgang-ro 335-beongil, Geumjeong-gu Specialties:fried
chicken, ￦15,000; yangnyeom chicken, ￦16,000 Open:16:00-24:00

This charming place cooks their pajeon (Korean-style
scallion pancakes) in the traditional way—that is, by heating
oil in a cast-iron pan that resembles the lid of a cast-iron pot
and adding the pancake batter, along with pieces of meat
or seafood. Pajeon cooked this way is more delicious when
dipped in chojang (spicy vinaigrette) than in traditional soy
sauce. Their pancake is so thick that it is more fluffy than
crispy. Their dolsot bibimbap (rice mixed with vegetables
and served in a heated stone bowl) and chueotang (ground
mudfish soup) are also popular. Dongnae Halmae Pajeon’s recommended desserts are hobak-shikhye (sweetened
rice drink flavored with pumpkins) and utjiji-tteok (a type of rice cake).

PIT A PAT, BUSAN!

New Sutbul Tongdak’ fried chicken boasts
an extra-crispy skin, as it has been cooked
in a pressurized fryer. Their special seasoning—a mixture of curry powder and black pepper—
makes the chicken all the more delicious. The fried chicken is served with a mound of French
fries on top, which is also absolutely delicious on its own. The owners of this restaurant insist
on using only large-sized chickens (weighing 1.3 kilograms each). New Sutbul Tongdak claims
that it is the first restaurant in Korea to serve fried chicken with a side of French fries.

Dongnae Halmae Pajeon

03
THEME:
Recommended Tour Courses in Busan by Theme
You will never get tired of Busan, the busy city of a thousand faces.
If you want to make your visit to Busan-a city filled
with exciting things to see, enjoy, and taste-even more special,
we recommend any of the three-themed itineraries we provide here.
Just following one of the three itineraries outlined here will help you master
at least one of the many features that make this city wonderful.

PLAN

Yeongdodaegyo Bridge is well-known across Korea
as the nation’s first land-to-island bridge, as well
as for being the nation’s only bascule bridge. First
built in 1934, the bridge has been a major artery of
transportation between central Busan and Yeongdo
Island. In the past the bridge used to open one leaf
multiple times throughout the day to allow ships to
move through. The leaf-opening service came to a
stop in 1966, but was resumed in 2013, making the
bridge something of a tourist attraction in the region.
The service begins at 2 p.m. and if you want to see
the leaf of the bridge swing up for 15 minutes, make
sure you arrive on time and get ready to take amazing
photos.

THEME

Namhang Bridge, which links Amnam-dong of Seogu to Yeongseon-dong of Yeongdo-gu, has cut the travel
time between West Busan and Yeongdo Island by over 30
minutes. The bridge is noted for its three-meter walking
lanes, next to the spacious lanes on which cars travel. Most
daegyo-type bridges in Korea are exclusive for cars, but
the Namhangdaegyo Bridge allows visitors to take a walk
while enjoying the beautiful view of the Namhang Port.
Accordingly, the bridge hosts the annual Namhangdaegyo
Bridge Walkathon. Thousands of citizens participate in
the six-kilometer walkathon that starts on Songdo Beach,
takes them through the Geobukseom Island and the
Namhangdaegyo Bridge, and ends back at the beach
where it started. A walk along this major bridge will be an
unforgettable part of your trip to Busan.

ACTION

Korea’s First and Only Land-to-Island Bascule Bridge

Yeongdodaegyo Bridge 영도대교

START

Bridge
Tour

The Only Major Bridge in Busan where Pedestrians Can Walk

Namhangdaegyo Bridge 남항대교

051~780~0093

p%ULGJH7RXUqDQGWKH)DQWDVWLF1LJKWVFDSHV
What better way is there to carve the magnificent beauty of Busan’s seascape than with bridges?
Busan’s major bridges not only maximize the convenience of travel, but also add to the charms of the city
with their architectural beauty and fantastic lights at night.

Setting an Example for Maritime Overpasses

Efficient and Beautiful at Once

Busanghangdaegyo Bridge

Gwangandaegyo Bridge 광안대교

부산항대교

Eulsukdodaegyo Bridge, linking Saha-gu and Gangseo-gu
of Busan, provides an impressive view of the surrounding
natural landscape, which features Nakdonggang River’s
estuary and the Nakdong Bird Sanctuary. To minimize
damage to the beautiful landscape around the bridge, the
bridge’s architects and developers took all the caution
they could while building it. The nature-friendly curvy
design of the bridge has been an object of high praises
for years. Take a drive on the bridge at sunset to enjoy an
otherworldly view.

Geogadaegyo Bridge, extending for a total of 8.2
kilometers and linking Busan to Geoje Island, was
launched into service in 2010. Made up of an over-the-sea
sand-buried bridge and a submerged tunnel, the bridge
drew worldwide attention as the first bridge to be built in
the open seas, which are prone to strong currents, winds,
and tides. Located 48 meters below the surface of the
sea, Geogadaegyo Bridge also holds the record of being
the world’s deepest buried tunnel. It allows visitors to
travel from Busan to Geoje in just 50 minutes.

www.eulsukdobridge.com
www.gwanganbridge.or.kr
www.gwanganb
brid
idge.
id
ge or.krr
ge

051~780~0077
7

051~271~8585

gklink.com

1644~0082
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www.bukhangbr.com
1544~3888

The Gwangandaegyo Bridge, jutting proudly in front of Gwangalli
Beach, welcomes visitors to Busan with its stately magnificence
day and night. The bridge is a beauty to behold, whether against
the backdrop of the blue and clear sky during the day or under
thousands of different colored lights at night. If you can, do stay
longer around this bridge at night. Equipped with the world’s
largest LED lighting and acoustic systems, the bridge has been
praised for its beauty at night, which reaches its peak during
the Busan Fireworks Festival every October. The light show on
Gwangandaegyo Bridge takes place from sunset until 24:00 on
Sundays through Thursdays, and from sunset to 2:00 on Fridays
and Saturdays.

Providing an Under-the-Sea Passageway

Geogadaegyo Bridge 거가대교

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

Thanks to the Busanhangdaegyo Bridge, it
is now possible to travel from Haeundae in
Busan to Yeongdo Island in just 15 minutes
without stops. The bridge, which began
service in the spring of 2014, may be the
youngest and latest addition to Busan’s
bridges, but it serves as one of the most vital
arteries of transportation in the busy city
today. Designed like a horse running at full
speed, the bridge suits the vibrant energy
of the Busanghang Port. While the gigantic
bridge provides quite a view from the pier,
it shines even more brightly and beautifully
when seen from the Sanbok Doro Road
where the Kim Min-bu Observatory is
located. It is a must-see stopping point in
your bridge-themed tour of Busan.

An Optimal Viewing Point of the Blessed Natural Environment

Eulsukdodaegyo Bridge 을숙도대교

START

Tiffany 21 티파니 21호

Cruise
Tour

Daytime course

ACTION

Tiffany 21 is a cruise ship for marine tours intended for the
enjoyment of the picturesque ocean adjacent to Busan. Other
than a marine tour, a special memory can be made by using its
event space for parties and ceremonies such as an on-board
meeting, a workshop, a wedding, or one's 60th birthday party.
PLQXWHV

•Route (11:00 / 13:30 / 15:30)

THEME

Tiffany 21 dock Dongbaekseom Island (Nurimaru APEC
House) Gwangandaegyo Bridge Igidae Oryukdo Island
Tiffany 21 dock
Nighttime course PLQXWHV
•Route (19:00)

Type

Fares (KRW)

Daytime

p&UXLVH7RXUqIRU([FLWLQJ0RPHQWVDW6HD
You may start cruise tour wherever you want such as Haeundae, Busan port and Taejongdae.
Time to make the most wonderful moment by choosing the special spot or time zone you would like to have.
Cool joy you enjoy on the sea is spreading now.

Nighttime

PLAN

Tiffany 21 dock Dongbaekseom Island (Nurimaru APEC
House) Haeundae Gwangandaegyo Bridge Tiffany 21 dock

※Note that detailed information on cruises,
city tours, and more may be amended.

General
Dinner

adult : 27,500 / child : 17,000
adult : 35,000 / child : 25,000
adult : 99,000 / child : 69,000

1439, U-dong, Haeundae-gu
tiffany21.co.kr
Reservation Inquiry 1899~4841, On-site Inquiry 051~743~2500

Samju Diamond Bay 삼주 다이아몬드베이
The Bay 101 더베이101

Cruise courses

The Bay 101 yacht club is a high quality
Public Marina facility that holds the best
marine leisure equipment in Korea such
as Korea’s largest 77-foot catamaran, a
360-degree spinning high-speed jetboat,
and semi-submarine for watching the
clear water under Dongbaekseom
Island.

• Public tour 10:30, 13:30, 15:30, and 17:30 (including
weekends during busy seasons)
• Sunset tour 1) Public Course; 2) Luxury Course
(operating only once a day at sunset)
• Luxury tour Rent an entire yacht and enjoy a
private cruise experience.
• Exciting tour jet boats, speed boats, semi-submarine
boats, banana boats, etc.
Yacht

52, Dongbaek-ro, Haeundae-gu
blue-marine.co.kr/dongbaek
051~726~8855

Leopard 44

Minimum guests onboard

10

Adult
Child

Fares (KRW)

60,000
40,000

※ For other available fares, call The Bay 101.

Samjoo Diamond Bay provides enjoyable
music on board, mental relaxation, and the
special comfort of a sailing yacht for your
invaluable memory. Other than Yonghoman
Bay, the Ganjeolgot club house in Ulsan
provides this service.
Cruise courses
• R-Tour

PLQXWHV

14:00 / 16:00

• M-Tour

PLQXWHV

18:00 / 20:00

• S-Tour PLQXWHV 18:00 / 19:30
(Monday through Friday, with meals;
reservation necessary)
Fares (KRW)

R-Tour
M-Tour
S-Tour

50,000
70,000
90,000

101, Bunpo-ro, Nam-gu
www.diamondbay.co.kr
051~990~1580

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

Courses
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START

Panstar Cruise 팬스타크루즈

Nakdonggang River Eco Tour Cruise
This is the course departing ffrom E
Eulsukdo
l kd and
d passing through Hwamyeong and going back to
Mulgeum in Yangsan. It is called “Nakdong Rvier Eco ferry” You may enjoy the time assimilating
with nature as admiring beautiful natural scenery.

Cruise courses

Fares

KRW 130,000 to 350,000 (varies by guestroom).

Cruise courses
•Busanhang Course(daytime) Coast Passenger Terminal Busanhangdaegyo Bridge National
Maritime Museum Coast Passenger Terminal
•Oryukdo Course National Maritime Museum Oryukdo National Maritime Museum
•Busanhang Course(Night time) Coast Passenger Term inal Busanhangdaegyo Bridge
National Maritime Museum Coast Passenger Terminal
※ No services on Monday

Eulsukdo Duck Eulsukdo Eco Park, 1233-gil Nakdongnam-ro Saha-gu

※ For inquiries, call Panstar Cruise.

btoeco.or.kr

Course

Taejongdae Cruise 태종대관광유람선

Cruise courses
Jodo Island

Taejongdae (at Sea)

PLAN

Hwamyeong Duck Hwamyeong Eco Park, Gangbyeon-ro, Buk-gu

3rd fl, Panstar Cruise Plaza Bldg, 30, Haegwan-ro, Jung-gu
051~662~7777
www.panstarcruise.co.kr

Dock

※ Reservations be required in advance

•Lunch and dinner cruise Enjoy luxury banquets onboard the cruise.
•Charter cruise Charter a cruise for an unforgettable private party at sea.

This ship is designed to take a trip around
Taejongdae from the dock. This is a roundtrip to Jodo Island (Arch island) where
Korea Maritime University is situated, taking
approximately 35 minutes. Passengers can
view migratory birds, magnificent natural
scenery, and the open sea on board.

THEME

•Route
International Passenger Terminal (Jungang-dong) Jodo Island
Taejongdae Morundae Dongbaekseom Island Gwangalli
(Gwangandaegyo Bridge) International Passenger Terminal
•Night-to-Remember Cruise
provides a fantastic view of the seashore of Busan.

ACTION

Panstar Cruise provides a special time with performances and events
together. It consists of a cruise zone and a ferry zone, both of which provide
a variety of services to meet customers’ demands for a high quality
and substantial trip. Passengers using the ferry zone can also apply for
additional upgraded cruise zone services on board after payment.

051~294~2135
Seniors (65+)
Adult fare teens (19 and under)
disabled persons
(KRW)
and national heroes
(KRW)

Duration

Eulsukdo Is. –
Irungdo Is. (return),
Sat. and Sun.

5,000

3,000

09:20~10:10

Eulsukdo Is. –
Hwamyeong (return)

7,000

5,000

10:30~12:00

Eulsukdo Is. –
Mulgeum (return)

10,000

7,000

14:00~16:30

Eulsukdo Is. –
Irungdo Is. (return),
Sat. and Sun.

5,000

3,000

17:00~17:50

Remarks

April–
October

Dock
•Gamji Beach Dock (Tel. 051-405-3989)
•House of Gonpo Dock (Tel. 051-405-2900)
•Taewon Gravel Yard Dock (Tel. 051-403-9098)
•Lighthouse Gravel Yard Dock (Tel. 051-

Type

Individual

Group

Aged 13 and over

KRW 10,000

2 to 12 years old

KRW 6,000

10%
discount

5,000
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Within Taejongdae Recreation Area,
Dongsam-dong
051~405~2900
www.taejongdae.or.kr

7,000

09:20~11:00(weekends)
11:20 ~ 13:00
November–
14:00 ~ 15:40
March
16:00 ~ 17:20
PIT A PAT BUSAN!

405-3434)

Hwamyeong –
Mulgeum (return)

New World
Friends
Beomil-dong

Nowhere to Hide
40-Step Culture Village and the
Donggwang-dong Printing Street

Hwaguk Banjeom is a
Chine s e r e s t aur ant w ith
a unique atmosphere that
has been featured in a
number of recent Korean films noirs, such
as Nameless Gangster and New World .
Sitting in this restaurant somehow has the
power of making you hungry for a bowl of its
jjajangmyeon (noodles in blackbean sauce).
The restaurant is famous in Busan as one of
the top two places for tasting ganjjajang .
Open from 10:30 to 22:00 daily, except on the
first and third Sundays of each month.
three-minute walk from Exit Gate 5 of the
Jungang Metro Station

Huinnyeoul Culture Village
This is the old neighborhood in
which Song Gang-ho, who plays
the main character, and Lim Siwan, his hapless client, live. This charming seaside
neighborhood has colorful houses against the
backdrop of an open blue sea and is located at the
end of the Jeoryeong Seaside Walking Trail.
along the Jeoryeong Seaside Walking Trail

Ode to My Father
Gukje Market
T he Gukje Mar ket, the centr al
background for much of the plot of
this hit movie, is an icon of Busan.
All year round, the market bustles
with large crowds of people looking to enjoy the
wide variety of things to see, wear, and eat. Easily
accessible from other urban centers nearby, such as
Nampo-dong and Gwangbok-dong, the market is well
worth a one-day trip.
10-minute walk from Exit Gate
7 of the Jagalchi Metro Station
PIT A PAT BUSAN!

Nowhere to Hide ’s most legendary
scene is the hand-to-hand combat between
Ahn Seong-gi and Park Jung-hun that takes
place during a downpour. The backdrop against
this fight is the 40 steps of Donggwang-dong
in Jung-gu. On both sides of the 40 steps are
interesting features of the neighborhood,
including a printing street and murals.
three-minute walk from Exit Gate 11 of the
Jungang Metro Station

The most beloved
scene of Friends is
the one where all
the four close friends run across the
neighborhood of Beomil-dong to the
tune of “Bad Case of Loving You.” The
intense yet insecure friendship of the
young boys, who professed that they
“had nothing to fear when together”
before they become men, comes to
full life as these friends frolic around
Beomil-dong and its nostalgia-evoking
backstreets.
five-minute walk from Exit Gate 7 of
the Beomil Metro Station

Hwaguk Banjeom

The Attorney
PLAN

Busan is the most beloved location for filmmaking in Korea. The Busan International Film Festival—a major
international event for film buffs—has been going on for decades, thanks to the locals’ love of cinema. Busan
is a perfect backdrop for any plot as it offers both glimpses into urban glamor and nostalgic scenes. Here are
some of the popular Korean movies and scenes in Busan that made those cinematic achievements possible.

The main character, played by
Won Bin, runs a pawnshop in a back alleyway
of the Maechukji Village. A neighborhood that
came to form during the Japanese occupation
of Korea, the village still retains traces of the
brutal colonial reign and the depravities of the
Korean War that ensued Korea’s liberation.
The remains of history that have withstood
the test of time have made this neighborhood
a popular scenic backdrop in a number of
recent Korean movies, including The Man
from Nowhere , Mother, and Low Life . The
neighborhood’s maze-like backstreets will
make you feel as if you were in a film noir. The
area is also popular among photographers.
six-minute walk from Exit Gate 4 of the
Jwacheon Metro Station

THEME
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Maechukji Village

Donggung is the Chinese restaurant
where Ha Jeong-woo, who plays
a main char ac ter in Nameless
Gangster, eats tangsuyuk (fried pork
in sweet and sour sauce) with gusto by himself.
This Chinese restaurant specializing in tangsuyuk
has since become something of a tourist attraction,
thanks to the popularity of the movie. The restaurant
even has a “Hajeongwoo Combo” on its menu.
Open from 10:30 to 21:30 daily.
five-minute walk
from Exit Gate 14 of the Jungang Metro Station

ACTION

Movie
Tour

The Man from Nowhere

START

Nameless Gangster:
Rules of Time Donggung
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START

Busan Museum 부산시립박물관

Busan’s flourishing culture and art scenes continue to inspire artists.
The Gallery Tour is an excellent opportunity for exploring and experiencing the cultural and artistic achievements of the city.
From the Busan Museum of Art to the dozens of galleries and to the recently opened Diorama World,
Busan is filled with interesting and exciting venues for experiencing the latest trends in culture and the arts.

Busan Museum of Art 부산시립미술관

It is impossible to discuss contemporary Korean fine art with the
late Paik Nam June and Lee Ufan, two people who have left deep
imprints on the international art scene. Space Lee Ufan, which
forms part of the Busan Museum of Art, provides a special place
for enjoying and appreciating the world-renowned artist’s works.
This is the second gallery dedicated entirely to Lee’s works, after
the Lee Ufan Museum in Naoshima, Japan. The space, designed
by the artist himself, is itself a work of art that forms a perfect
ensemble with two dozen or so works that have been produced
since the 1960s.

The first metropolitan museum of art in Busan,
the Busan Museum of Art aspires to become
an open space of public activities and events. It
provides a wide range of interactive and learning
programs aside from hosting a variety of feature
exhibitions, collection exhibitions, and exhibitions
of major artworks from abroad. Also, it becomes
home to the Biennale Art Festival every other
year and organizes diverse activities to invite
local citizens into the world of art. This is not a
mere space for displaying artworks, as it also
houses a green outdoor sculptural garden, along
with quality indoor exhibitions, thus drawing
an increasing number of couples on dates and
families looking to enjoy a culturally enriching
time. This perfect picnic spot offers an ideal
harmony of nature and art.

58 APEC-ro, Haeundae-gu
art.busan.go.kr
051~740~4251

45 Haeyang-ro 301-beongil, Yeongdo-gu
www.knmm.or.kr
051~309~1900

30 Centumseo-ro, Haeundae-gu
www.dioramaworld.co.kr
1577~7600

Bokcheon Museum 복천박물관
Discover this treasure trove filled with antique relics and
gifts bequeathed by the ancient Gaya Kingdom. Bokcheon
Museum displays a wide range of relics excavated from the
ancient graves of Bokcheon-dong, which were designated
and protected as Historic Site No. 273. The ancient
graves found in the area turned out to be safe havens of
inestimable relics that attest to the advanced iron craft
techniques of the ancient Gaya Kingdom. The five-story
museum tells a rich story of these relics and the graves, as
well as the characteristics of the ancient Gaya culture that
remain part of Busan today.
66 Bokcheon-ro, Dongnae-gu
museum.busan.go.kr/bokcheon/Main.bs
051~550~0311
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58 APEC-ro, Haeundae-gu
art.busan.go.kr
051~744~2602

This symbol of Busan as a city of the sea is fittingly
located in Yeongdo Island. The National Maritime
Museum provides a richly detailed collection of artifacts,
relics, and other goods related to everything maritime—
including the culture of maritime towns, maritime history
and important figures, ships and navigation, maritime
organisms, and marine biology. The waterdrop-like
exterior design has made the museum a famous
landmark of the region. Its collection of over 14,000
artifacts provides an excellent opportunity to learn
about the past as it envisions the future of the seas. The
collection also includes such rare items as a half-size
replica of the typical Joseon envoy ship and old navigation
chart books displayed for the first time in Asia.

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

Space Lee Ufan 이우환 공간

National Maritime Museum 국립해양박물관

Did you know you can take trains to all the famous tourist
and vacation destinations around the world from Busan?
This impossible journey is made possible by the world’s
largest and best diorama museum in Busan—Diorama
World. In addition, it is the only railroad-themed museum
in the southeast part of Korea. Diorama World provides
perfect dioramas of diverse monuments of human
civilization, such as the Eiffel Tower of Paris, the Coliseum
of Rome, a German culture village, and the many famed
spots in Busan. The dioramas in the collection even include
replicas of the distant past such as the crowd favorite
among children—the Jurassic Age. The extreme care
and finesse that make up these dioramas invite viewers to
exercise their imagination and creativity.

PLAN
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Diorama World 디오라마월드
THEME

63 UN Pyeonghwa-ro, Nam-gu
museum.busan.go.kr/busan/Main.bs
051~610~7111

ACTION

Gallery
Tour

Busan Museum provides a unique opportunity for
exploring Busan since the Neolithic Era until the present.
The museum has a standing exhibition of folk relics and
articles that reflect the unique customs and traditions
of Busan. Even if you are not a museum lover, we highly
recommend a visit to this place during your stay in Busan
in order to gain a deep understanding of the dynamic and
complex city. Any knowledge of the city’s past will enrich
the rest of your trip to Busan. Classes on the traditional
rites and rituals, as well as Busan’s culture, also offer
fun-filled ways to learn about the city.

START
ACTION

Night
scape
Tour

THEME

Haeundae Marine City at Night
i h
해운대 마린시티 야경

Visitors discover the hidden charms of Busan hidden in broad daylight
when neon lights come to life as the city readies itself for the night. Busan is a city of light with streetlights,
high-rise buildings, and car headlights forming the quintessential beauty of the city’s urban landscape.

초량산복도로 야경

This iconic landmark of Busan is highly
praised for its beauty at night. The
glamorously lit bridge, set against the
backdrop of the unfathomable black sea,
forms a fantastical nightscape. Tourists
often visit the nearby beaches, cafés, and
restaurants to enjoy the nightscape around
the Gwangandaegyo Bridge. If you are
looking for a quieter place to view the famous
bridge, we recommend the seawalls at the
end of the coastal road along Gwangalli
Beach, near the Millak Raw Seafood Center.
nter.
The bridge reveals new charms when seen
een
from the seawall. If you are lucky, you may
even catch fireworks launched by a cruise
uise
on the sea. If you would like to enjoy the view
of the bridge from a distance, climb up the
Hwangnyeongsan Mountain View Lounge,
nge,
which will provide a panoramic view of the
entire area of Gwangalli.

The open blue sea under a clear sky is certainly an admirable sight,
but a black sea that sparkles calmly under the moonlit sky offers a
significant charm of its own. Busan’s Sanbok Doro Road is one of the
places whose nightscape is completely different during the daytime.
At night the hillside neighborhood of tiny and colorful houses and
apartment buildings shine like light bulbs on a Christmas tree. The
Busanhangdaegyo Bridge, which almost rivals Gwangandaegyo
Bridge’s nightscape, is also clearly visible from the road. If you are
traveling by foot, take Bus No. 86 to this neighborhood and enjoy the
scenic ride along the long and winding path.

APEC 나루공원 야경

Also known as Moon-Tan Road, Dalmaji-gil Road is
the perfect place to bathe in the beautiful moonlight
while enjoying a leisurely stroll along the road. Halfway
along this hilly road you can view Haeundae Beach,
Gwangandaegyo Bridge, and Marine City all at once in a
breathtaking panorama. This wide-angled view of Busan’s
iconic skyline is often thought to be all there is to enjoy
as far as nightscapes go in Busan, but that is not true.
Walk a bit further ahead until the Haewoljeong Pavilion,
the symbol of the Dalmaji-gil Road. Continue walking
beyond the pavilion toward Songjeong Beach and from
the Haemaru Observatory, you can enjoy an even more
romantic view of Cheongsapo and Songjeong Beach.

Established in celebration of the 2005 APEC Summit
that was held in Busan, the APEC Naru Park boasts of
an enchanting nightscape against the backdrop of the
Suyeonggang River. The open green space along the
calm river is a particularly popular trail for evening
strolls and dates. The lights from the neighboring
high-rise apartment buildings create a mesmerizing
view. The unique sculptures along the riverside
road capture the passersby’s attention, while the
streetlights and other lighting works surrounding
them add a special aura. The rainbow-colored LED
lights from the nearby Busan Cinema Center add to
the beauty of this place at night.
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Choryang Sanbok Doro Road at Night

광안대교 야경

APEC Naru Park at Night

달맞이길 야경

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

Gwangandaegyo Bridge at Night

Dalmaji-gil Road at Night

PLAN

p1LJKWVFDSH7RXUq4XLQWHVVHQWLDO%XVDQ

Called the “Hong Kong of Korea,” Haeundae Marine City features dozens of skyscrapers, luxury boutiques of
diverse brands, and fabulous cruise ships. The skyline of Marine City glitters even more beautifully at night. If you
have spare time, head for Bay 101 as it offers an optimal view of this glamorous district. The Bay 101 is indeed the
best spot to appreciate the magnificent skyline of Marine City and Suyeong Bay Yachting Center with a pint of cold
beer and delicious snacks.

START

Choryang Ebagu Night Market 초량이바구야시장

Bupyeong “Kkangtong” Night Market
부평깡통야시장

Suyeong Paldo Night Market 수영팔도야시장
If you are looking for delicacies originating from places
other than Busan, the Suyeong Paldo Night Market is the
destination for you. With the slogan, “Gathering the Tastes of
the Entire World,” the night market features diverse diners
and food vendors offering exotic dishes from all around
the world. The night market may be the youngest of all the
major night markets in Busan, but it is never less popular.
Thousands of visitors head for this market when they are
in the mood for Turkish kebab, Taiwanese fried rice with
chicken wings, Vietnamese sugar cane drinks, Japanese
water mochi cake, Mexican burrito, Scotch eggs, or Italian
panes. Ar
Around dinner time endless lines begin forming all
across th
the market. If you are visiting this market in a group,
assign ea
each member to one of the diverse national recipes
you
y all want
w to taste to stand in lines. A young Kenyan man
who speaks fluent Korean—more fluently than native
Koreans!—
has become a local icon with his artisan
K
c
craft
shop. Necklaces made from bird feathers,
girl-shaped
g
candleholders made with sparkling
beads, and unique and cute stuffed animals will
make perfect souvenirs.
Suyeong-ro 725-beongil, Suyeong-gu
o
open from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m., all year round
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32 Junggu-ro 33-beongil, Jung-gu
open from 6 p.m. to 12 a.m., all year round

231 Jungang-daero, Dong-gu
open from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m., all year round

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

Bupyeong Market, which dates back to the Joseon period,
is one of the most popular traditional markets in Busan
and famous for selling everything one could imagine. The
market draws even larger crowds at night with its lively
vendors and brightly lit stores. Walk into the night market,
and you will immediately feel as if you were standing in
the middle of a busy street in a Southeast Asian country.
In addition to the food carts serving exotic food with an
international flair, the market also features countless
vendors offering more traditional night snacks—including
ssiat hotteok—diverse fish cakes boiled in fish broth, and
even jjondeugi and ppopgi. This market also offers snacks
such as Japaneseniku maki, Vietnamese rice noodles(pho),
Chinese skewered and grilled food, and even Turkish gelato.
Kkangtong Market is also famous for its Halloween and
Christmas Parties, so if you have a chance, do schedule a
visit to this night market during the holiday season.

PLAN

Busan’s night markets offer the freshest and rarest delicacies from every corner of Busan and the surrounding region.
The three major night markets in the Jung-gu, Dong-gu, and Suyeong-gu districts of the city bustle
every night with large crowds of visitors of all nationalities. Thesee night markets reverberate with the vitality and
energy of human interactions and provide one of the best ways to explore Busan.

THEME
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ACTION

Night
Market
Tour

Ebagu Market may look like your run-of-the-mill
traditional Korean market during the day, but it vibrates
with youthful energy and free spirit at night as young
local entrepreneurs open their stores and carts. The
refreshing and free-spirited atmosphere of the night
market is reflected even on the area’s exotic menu.
The rosti—inspired by the Swiss recipe and showing
off an amazing combination of sausages, potatoes and
cheeses—is one of the most popular snacks among
the night market customers. “Samsugi,” made of bean
sprouts and fermented kimchi wrapped in pork belly
cuts, along with fried tteokpokki and homemade fruit
teas are also popular. Enterprising and creative young
entrepreneurs also offer a wide range of handmade
products, including matryoshka-like figurines, insect
figurines, all-natural soap bars, plaster soap bars,
scented candles and the like. Home to the annual winter
light festivals, the night market provides plenty of things
to see, enjoy, and taste throughout the year.

START

Shinsegae Centum City / Lotte Dept. Store / Hyundai
Dept. Busan Branch

Tour

ACTION

Shopping

Shinsegae Department Store This was listed as the World’s Largest
Department Store in the Guinness Book of World Records in 2009, and
the record still stands. In addition to the shopping center, it is equipped
with various leisure facilities such as Spa Land, an ice rink, Sky Park, and
CGV Cinema.
Lotte Department Store This department store has four branches in

THEME

Busan. Including the Centum City Branch, the first shopping commercial
sphere within Centum City, Lotte Department Store operates also
operates a Busan Main Branch, Dongnae Branch, and Gwangbok
Branch. Every branch also boasts a Lotte Cinema for visitors to enjoy.
Hyundai Department Store The only Hyundai Department Store in

p6KRSSLQJ7RXUq6DWLDWLQJ<RXU'HVLUHIRU
8QLTXHDQG([FLWLQJ7KLQJV
Time to meet new places, Tourism. It can’t be skipped “shopping” in this happy time.
Stuffs help you commemorate traveling and recollect the city and the country traveling to.
Shopping is not the one you never skip to meet Busan in other way.

Shinsegae Simon Premium Outlet

Lotte Premium Outlet -Dongbusan Branch

Busan Premium Outlet is composed of 180 strictly
chosen overseas brands such as Armani and Marc
Jacobs, as well as popular domestic brands such
as Obzee and KUHO. It sells carryover products
but has the atmosphere of a premium shopping
mall. It is open until 8 p.m. during weekdays and
until 9 p.m. on weekends and holidays.

Other than the outlet, Lotte Mart,Lotte Cinema, and Hi Mart
can also be found, creating a satisfying shopping and cultural
space. Since its opening in 2014, Lotte Premium Outlet
has striven to be a comprehensive shopping mall full of
Santorini’s romanticism. In addition to the shopping mall, the
interior boasts Fountain Square, Lighthouse Observatory,
and Rose Garden which conjures exotic feelings of Greece.

1133 Jeonggwan-ro, Jangan-eup, Gijanggun
1644~4001

Lotte Duty Free Shop, Shinsegae Duty Free
Shop, Gimhae Airport Duty Free Shop
A duty-free shop district is a small shopping paradise for travelers.
Lotte Duty Free Shop, Shinsegae Duty Free Shop, and Gimhae
Airport Duty Shops run by Lotte and Shinsegae areavailableinBusan.
Goodspurchasedineachduty-freeshop can be received only after proceeding
through the customs gate at the airport or port.
Lotte Duty Free Shop
Lotte Dept. Store Busan Branch 8F,50315, Bujeon-dong, Busanjin-gu
051-810-3880
Shinsegae Duty Free Shop
Paradise Hotel Main Building
B1F~3F, 296, Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu
1577-0161
Gimhae
Airport Duty Free Shop
2350, Gaejeo2-dong, Gangseo-gu
051-970-2701

PLAN

Busan is located in Beomil-ro, Dong-gu. This 9-story store has a variety
of amenities for customers including a nursing room and cafes. There
are neighboring commercial spheres such as Jayu Market and Jewelry
Market.

Nampo-dong GukjeMarket
This market was formed as overseas
Koreans began to come home after
independence. It sells diverse goods
ranging from house appliances to
miscellaneous goods and specialty
dishes in the food alley. About
1,500stores are now in operation.
Thanks to the box office hit of the
recent movie, “Gukjesijang,” it has a
long line of visitors from all over the
country.
Shinchang-dong 4-ga, Jung-gu
051~245~7389

64 , Dangsa-ri, Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun
051~901~2500
PIT A PAT BUSAN!
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START

Busan’s Famed Nightscape at Its Most Glamorous

Busan Fireworks Festival 부산불꽃축제

Abundant movie stories on the sea of Busan

Busan International Film Festival 부산국제영화제
It is no wonder that so many filmmakers have made movies in and
about Busan, as the city’s dynamic energy provides a versatile
backdrop for almost all movie genres such as melodrama, action,
and comedy. Every fall, Busan becomes the mecca for filmmaking,
attracting hundreds of renowned filmmakers, movie stars, film
lovers and other important figures of the world cinema with its Busan
International Film Festival. The festival provides opportunities for
ordinary moviegoers to meet and talk with filmmakers, producers,
and movie stars through the GV sessions and the Open Talks on the
outdoor stages in Haeundae and Nampo-dong. Book your spot in
these special meetings and screenings through the festival website,
which will open one month before the start of the festival.
Commission’s website at www.bfc.or.kr.
21st BIFF

12 th Busan Fireworks Festival
Dates : October 21 and 22, 2016
Venues : Gwangalli Beach
Tel. 051-501-6050, 6051 / www.bff.or.kr

Busan Sea Festival 2016
Dates : August 1 to 7, 2016
Venues : Haeundae, Gwangalli, Songdo, Dadaepo, and
Songjeong Beaches
Tel. 051-888-4132 / seafestival.co.kr

Uniting the World with the Korean Wave

Busan One Asia Festival 부산원아시아페스티벌
Immerse yourself in the fever of the Korean Wave
under Busan’s autumn sky. The One Asia Festival,
under the slogan “Enjoy the Korean Wave and Asian
Cultures in Busan,” introduces the latest trends in
Korean and Asian pop culture.
The dynamic and diverse program includes the
Drama Music Concert, which feature the main
actors and original soundtrack singers of hit Korean
TV shows; the New Currents Music Concert, which
showcases hip Korean music over and beyond K-pop;
the Korean Wave Star Artworks Exhibition; and the
K-Beauty Fair. The Taste of Busan, by far the largest
food festival in Korea, will also take place for nine
days at BEXCO alongside the One Asia Festival, which
features live cooking performances from Korea’s
most renowned chefs and cooking contests.

Busan One Asia Festival 2016
Dates : October 1 to 23, 2016
Venues : BEXCO at Haeundae, Asiad Main Stadium, etc.
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Dates : October 6 to 15, 2016
Venues : Busan Cinema Center, theaters and multiplexes
in and around Haeundae, etc.
Tel. 1688~3010 / www.biff.kr

You have not seen a summer festival in Korea until you have seen
and experienced the Busan Sea Festival! Taking place upon all of
Busan’s major beaches with unique events and performances,
the Busan Sea Festival draws tens of thousands of visitors to
the city every year. Enjoy the wide variety of cultural and artistic
events set against the magnificent landscapes of Haeundae and
other beaches of Busan. The Busan Sea Festival imbues the
entire city with an exciting and vibrant energy.

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

※ Check out Busan locations featured in films on Busan Film

부산바다축제

PLAN

Busan is indeed a city of festivals. Countless festivals celebrating nature, human activities, and culture take place
throughout the city all year round, fueling the city’s vitality and dynamic energy.

Enjoy the Busan Beaches at Their Best

Busan Sea Festival

THEME
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ACTION

Festival
Tour

The annual Busan Fireworks Festival takes
place every year when Busan is at its most
beautiful— when the trees and plants change
their colors and the seas shine ever more
brightly under the myriad colors of fireworks.
There are few better ways to enjoy the
deepening autumn nights of Korea. The festival
typically starts with an evening concert and
ends with the lavish Multi-Fireworks Show the
next night. The evening concert, which features
a 15-minute fireworks show, is open and free
of charge to everyone. The Multi-Fireworks
Show features an exciting drama of a 50-minute
grand fireworks show. As seats for this show
are charged, you may purchase the tickets
online. Car traffic around the Gwangalli Beach is
restricted during the festival period, as the area
only has few parking lots. Take advantage of
Busan’s advanced public transportation system
in order to enjoy the fireworks in comfort.

Medical
Tour
p0HGLFDO7RXUq%XVDQ
D1HZ+XERIWKH*OREDO0HGLFDO,QGXVWU\
Seomyeon Medical Street 서면 메디컬스트리트
The area of Bujeong-dong in Busanjin-gu is famous for its
countless hospitals, clinics, and healthcare practicioners.
Easily accessible from Lotte Department Store Busan and the
Seomyeon Metro Station, the area has grown into a home for
hundreds of medical centers and organizations. The Busan
Medical Tourism Information Center, which opened in 2011,
assists tourists from all around the world seeking to experience
Korea’s advanced medical and healthcare services in Busan.
The annual Seomyeon Medical Street Festival, featuring
free medical service demonstrations and diverse street
performances, also draws large numbers of visitors. If you are
interested in Korea’s medical services, visit Busan during the
festival to get all the information you need.
※ Busan Medical Tourism Information Center: across from Lotte

Department Busan (Exit Gate 9, Seomyeon Metro Station)
www.smsmeditour.go.kr
Medical Tourism Information Center:
Tel. 051-818-1320, 1330

Centum City Medical Street
센텀시티 메디컬스트리트

Now known as the Second Medical Street of
Busan, Centum City almost rivals Seomyeon
in terms of the number and quality of medical
clinics and centers that it features. The
establishment of BEXCO, department stores,
and residential and commercial complexes
in the vicinity has turned the area into a new
capital for the Korean medical industry.
Every year a growing number of international
tourists visit to enjoy shopping, tourism, and
medical care in Haeundae. Visit the Centum
International Medical Tourism Center website
to view the list of local medical establishments
that offer foreigner-friendly services.
Centum City, Haeundae-gu
Centum International Medical Tourism
Center, medicaltour.allthemedi.com
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PLAN:
Recommended Itineraries
Are you trying to make the most of your limited stay in Busan?
Take a look at these recommended itineraries.
Included here are delicious things to eat,
special places to visit, and unforgettable activities
to enjoy with your loved ones while you are in Busan.

My trip to Busan has finally begun.
The friendly Busan dialect and clear blue waters tell me that this can only be Busan.
Busan is a thriving city of business as well as
a comfortable resort city. I’m so glad to be here

Nampo-dong

Gamcheon
Culture Village
Taejongdae

08:30 In the morning, you can feel Jagalchi alive
with
i h energy through
h
h the
h “jagalchi
“j l hi ajimae”
ji
”
(jagalchi auntie) shouting the slogan, “Come,
See and Buy,” along with flopping fish

17:00 To Gamcheon Culture Village : Transfer to
Town B
Bus S
Seo-gu 2,
1-1 →
T
2 2-2
2 2 or Saha-gu
S
Get off at Gamjeong elementary school

12:00 Busan Station Haeundae Beach : Get on Bus
1003 at Busan Station→Get off at Haeundae
Beach
13:00 After unpacking, I choose Haeundae gukbap
or Haeundae Wonjo Halmae Gukbap as it is
locally known for lunch! After approaching
Gunam-ro from Haeundae Beach, going
straight 300 meters and turning right on
Gunamro 21beon-gil, I spotted gukbap alley
14:00 Gijang Market : Get on Bus 39, 139, 181, or 1003
at Haeundae Station→Get off at the Gijang
Elementary and Middle School Bus Stop.

lodge

Busan Cinema Center
in Centum City

Gijang Middle School Bus Stop → Get off at
the Dooho Bus Stop
17:30 Haedong Yonggungsa Temple : have Jaengban
haemul jjajang for today’s dinner! Get on Town
Bus 6 at Dooho Bus Stop → Get off at Gijang
telephone company
18:30 To Lotte Mall Dong Busan : for some
exhilarating shopping! Walk approximately
750 meters (10 minutes required)
20:30 To Busan Cinema Center in Centum City to
enjoy a movie : Get on Bus 181 in front of Lotte
Mall Dong Busan→ Get off at the Community
Media Center Bus Stop
23:00 Go back to the lodge.

On the
3rd day

Beomeosa
Temple

24:00 Say good-bye to the day, go back to the
lodge

Hurshimchung Spa
Pusan National
University

12:00 To Beomeosa Temple : after taking in the
nature surrounding Beomeosa Temple, with
its quiet, refreshing atmosphere, I move to
Geumjeongsanseong Fortress to have a
special local dish of ‘duck meat’ for lunch!
13:30 Enjoy shopping in the many stores surrounding
Pusan National University Station, a place
famous for its youth and Fashion Street! Then
get some dessert at one of the area’s many
specialty shops: Get off at Pusan National
University Station of Metro Line 1.

lodge
Marine City’s
Cinematic street

17:00 To Busan Citizens Park : filling the last night
in exciting Busan with Sky-Colored Falls
and a musical fountain: Get on Bus 179 at the
Spa Entrance Bus Stop → Get off at Busan
Citizens Park (approximately 30 minutes
required).
19:00 To Seomyeon Medical Street, emerging as
a new Mecca of medical tourism! Receive a
massage for smooth and glossy skin.
20:30 Look around Seomyeon : Underground
Shopping Center/Seomyeon 1 Beonga/
Jeonpo Café Street, enjoy my last dinner in
Busan in the city’s bustling downtown.
22:30 To Marine City’s Cinematic street : I can
be a movie star too! Get on Metro Line 1 at
Seomyeon Station→ Get off at Dongbaek
Station
24:00 Go back to the lodge
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15:00 To Hurshimchung Spa to relieve my fatigue
from the Busan tour : Get on Metro Line 1
at Pusan National University Station→ Get
off at Oncheongjang Station (Exit 9) → walk
approximately 586 meters to Hurshimchung
Spa (10 minutes required).

Seomyeon
Busan Citizens
Park

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

15:10 Gijang Market Jukseong Catholic Church
: See murals in Gijang Dooho Haengbok
(Happiness) Village: Get on Town Bus 6 at

Haedong
Yonggungsa

21:00 To Gwangalli Beach to enjoy the nightscape,
a Busan landmark : Get on Bus 1000 at the
Daewoo Apt. Bus Stop → Get off the YMCA
Bus Stop and transfer to Bus 41 → Get off at
the Gwangalli Beach Bus Stop (approximately
90 minutes required)

PLAN

Haeundae
Beach

Lotte Mall Dong Busan
for some exhilarating shopping

14:00 To Yeongdodaegyo Bridge : which is a bascule
bridge that is raised for 15 minutes at noon.
Take lots of pictures. Visit the famous Eomuk
bakery in Yeongdo for a snack before lunch,
which also offers a chance to look around the
Eomuk History Museum

19:30 To Dadaepo Sunset Fountain of Dreams
of Dadaepo Beach : Get on Saha-gu Town
Bus 1 at the Gugam Bus Stop → Get off at
the Keuroba Hotel Bus Stop → Transfer to
Bus 96 and get off at the Daewoo Apt. Bus
Stop

THEME

Gijang Market/
Jukseong Catholic Church

lodge

15:30 To Taejongdae Pebble Beach : Sizzling shells
grill. This is the
roasted with cheese over a hot g
best!

11:00 To depar tment Stores/Nampodong
Underground Shopping Center : It is time
to have fun in the shopping paradise located
in the center of Gwangbok-dong

Busan Station

Dadaepo Beach

07:00 Jagalchi : Transfer from Metro Line 2 to Line
1 at Seomyeon Station and get off at Jagalchi
Station

09:30 Gukje Market of Nampo-dong : Tour Bosudong Bookstore Alley. Study modern
Busan history while listening to long time
residents tell of the story of Kukje Market

On the
1st day

Beach
Gwangalli Bea

ACTION

Even though I only have three days here, I will make the most of them.

Yeongdodaegyo
Bridge

Jagalchi

START
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On the
2nd day

,WLQHUDU\)RRG7RXU
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START
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ACTION
THEME

Day1

11:00 Enjoy relaxing brunch at the Cheolma Korean
Beef Bulgogi Village
13:00 Relax on the
charming Songjeong Café Street 17:00 Take a

13:30

Relaxing lunch on the Jeonpo Café Street amid the

14:30 Busanjin Market tour
for custom-made hanbok shopping
16:00 Jewelry tour
around the Beomil Metro Station 17:00 Tour around Hyundai
unique local atmosphere

Day 2

19:00 Enjoy dinner against the backdrop of
the fantastic nightscape at the Bay 101

seafood purchase amid the gentle sea breeze at the Millak Waterfront Park
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Treat yourself to a romantic evening on Gwangbok-dong Youth Street

Day 3

10:00 Start your day with a hearty gukbap (rice soaked in
soup) at Daeyeon-dong 12:00 Catch a show and shop on the Kyung
sung University Culture Street 16:00 Relax on Gwangalli Beach and watch Gwang
andaegyo Bridge come to life with lavish lighting shows at sunset 19:30 Purchase
and taste fresh seafood at the Millak-dong Raw Seafood Center 20:30 Enjoy your

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

10:00 Shop for unique handmade craft goods on the 40-Step Culture
Street
12:00 Experience decades-old diners in Jungang-dong
13:30 Tour the Bosu Book Street and hunt for rare book editions 15:00
Tour around the Gukje Market 16:30 Tour the BIFF Square in Nampodong and take pictures with your favorite movie stars’ handprints 18:00

Day 2

leisurely walk along the Haeundae Beach at sunset

Department Store and the nearby traditional markets

Day 3

10:00 Early-morning energy at the Jagalchi
Market 11:00 Watch a movie at the world’s
largest “superplex,” Lotte Cinema Gwangbok 14:00 Watch the Yeongdo Bridge
open up 15:00 Shop for and taste Busan’s famed fish cakes at Samjin
Eomuk on Yeongdo Island 17:30 Taste grilled seafood and clams at
Taejongdae

multiplex on site

11:00 Seomyeon Underground Shopping Mall

PLAN

Day1

10:00 Lotte Department Store and Shinsegae
Department Store at Centum City 13:00
Lunch at the Marine City 14:30 Coffee break
on the Marine City Café Street 17:00 Duty-free shopping at
Shinsegae Centum City Mall 19:00 Gijang Outlet and a movie at the

,WLQHUDU\5RPDQFH

6KDUH4XDOLW\)DPLO\7LPHLQ
%XVDQ

6SHQGDQ8QIRUJHWWDEOH7LPHZLWK
<RXU/RYHG2QHLQ%XVDQ

START
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ACTION
THEME

Day1

PLAN

Day1

10:00 Enjoy duck dishes near the Geum
12:00 Relax
in the spa at Heosimcheong 16:00 Have fun at
Busan Children’s Grand Park 18:00 Discover relics of Korea’s ancient history,
culture, and nature at the Suyeong Sajeok Park 21:00 Taste food
jeongsanseong Fortress

11:00 Hop on a Danubi train and tour around
13:00 Lunch at Taejongdae
15:00 A romantic walk above the sea along the
Namhangdaegyo Bridge 16:00 Tour the Gamcheon Culture Village
19:00 Enjoy music show at the Dadaepo Sunset Fountain of Dream

Taejongdae

from around the world at the Suyeong Paldo Night Market

11:00 Visit the Dongnaeeupseong Fortress Imjin War
History Museum
14:00 Enjoy a relaxing time at
Samjeong the Park with all the animals 17:00 Taste

11:30 Relaxing brunch on the Marine City Café Street
13:00 Enjoy the spa at Haeundae Spa 17:00

Day 2

Take a romantic walk along the Moon-Tan (Dalmaji-gil)

real Busan with the scallion pancakes and other local delicacies in
Dongnae

Road

19:00 Watch a baseball game and embrace Busan’s

Experience the thrill of walking above the sea along the
Oryukdo Skywalk

18:00 Enjoy the famed nightscape

nightscape of Busan at the Busan Cinema Center

Day 3

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

Day 3

18:30 Have romantic dinner at a restaurant
20:00 Catch a movie and enjoy the

on Dalmaji Hill

energetic cheering culture at the Sajik Baseball Stadium

10:30 Visit the UN Memorial Cemetery at Daeyeon-dong
13:00 Take a leisurely walk around Igidae Park 15:00

Day 2

12:00 Walk along the Gwangbok-dong Youth Street 13:30
Lunch at Nampo-dong 15:00 Tour the Bosu Book Street
17:30 Enjoy the sunset at Kim Min-bu Observatory on
Choryang Sanbok Doro Road and view the nightscape beyond
Busanhangdaegyo Bridge

Diamond Bay

real Busan at the Choryang Ebagu Night Market

20:30 Taste the
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19:00 Tour the Shanghai Street

of Busan’s beaches on a cruise departing from the Samju

START
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THEME

Park Hyatt Busan provides perhaps the most luxurious view of the glamorous Haeundae Beach, including the
famed Gwangandaegyo Bridge. The unique shape of the hotel is designed to resemble the mast of a boat, which
easily catches the attention of all passersby.
The interior décor of the 269 rooms and the 69 suites, as well as the wide range of amenities on the site, add class to
Park Hyatt. The French oak floorings and granite bathtubs are just some of the luxurious, nature-derived materials
used in the hotel. The whole glass panels that make up the walls intensify the airy and sophisticated feel of the hotel.
All rooms and amenities are designed in a manner that enables guests to have a 360-degree view of the ocean.
The amenities include the Dining Room, which offers premium grilled food and sushi; the Living Room, which offers
a modern French menu; and the Lounge, which embodies ultimate comfort. The Patisserie, offering various baked

ACTION

Park Hyatt Busan

goods, is found on the first floor. Other amenities include the Lumi Spa Fitness, saunas, and an indoor pool.
051~990~1234

busan.park.hyatt.com/ko/hotel/home.html

PLAN

51 Marine City 1-ro, Haeundae-gu

Novotel Ambassador Busan

Haeundae Grand Hotel

This is a special place where you can enjoy swimming
in the pool or pamper yourself in the luxurious the spa
while taking in the view of the Haeundae Beach in front
of the hotel. The outdoor ocean pool uses natural spring
water, which adds to the enjoyment of the guests. All the
532 rooms at the hotel are designed to admit as much
natural light as possible. Also, each room offers views of
the beach or the glorious city nearby.
The hotel offers five restaurants, including the buffetstyle Escapier. The Crystal Garden, whose glass
walls provide an uninhibited view of the surrounding
landscape, welcomes guests with an exotic atmosphere.
The only casino in Haeundae is found on the first two
floors of the main unit of this hotel. In October, the casino
will be expanded and relocated to the first three floors of
the new building, along with a wider range of amenities
and game facilities facing the ocean.

Haeundae Grand Hotel has successfully marked
itself as the center of all major international
events, including the APEC Summit and the Busan
International Film Festival’s headquarters in 2008
also, as the official “Star House,” it has hosted a
number of international celebrities. The 320 rooms
the hotel offers include diverse décor styles and
amenities such as ondol and Japanese tatami .
These rooms offer views of either the beach or the
urban landscape.
The Grand Fitness Center is equipped with cuttingedge facilities, while the saunas feature hot
spring baths and heated elvan beds. There are
also swimming pools and an indoor golf practice
course, which allows guests to enjoy a variety of
activities for their physical well-being. The first floor
also features a gift shop, wherein TWG teas and
traditional Korean liqueurs are being offered.

296 Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu

217 Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu,

www.busanparadisehotel.co.kr

051~740~0114

www.haeundaegrandhotel.com

292 Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu
051~743~1234
www.novotelbusan.com

Lotte Hotel Busan, located right next to Lotte Department Store
Busan, enjoys great popularity as it offers easy access to the heart
of downtown Busan. Seomyeon 1-beonga and the Medical Street, as
well as a host of modern amenities, including the department store,
duty-free shops, and a multiplex cinema are all accessible from the
hotel. The 650 rooms come in diverse styles, themes, and sizes. For
instance, the Choo Shin-soo Room celebrates Busan and its love of
baseball. The amenities on the site include a fitness center, an indoor
pool, an outdoor pool, and a sauna. Up to two guests per room can
use these amenities for free. The hotel also caters to the diverse
tastes of diners and guests with four restaurants— La Seine, an
upscale buffet; Dorim, a fusion Chinese restaurant; Mugunghwa, a
Korean restaurant; and Momoyama, a Japanese restaurant.
772 Gaya-daero, Busanjin-gu
www.lottehotel.com/busa

051~ 810~1000
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051~742~2121

steakhouse.

Lotte Hotel Busan

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

Paradise Hotel Busan

Equipped with a broad array of
business and resort amenities,
Novotel Ambassador Busan has long
been renowned as a special place
that satisfies the diverse needs of
guests. The hotel’s 326 rooms provide
beautiful views of either the ocean or
the urban landscape. The convenient
and luxurious amenities on the site
include Club Esprit, a fitness center
where guests can work out while
taking in a view of the beach; Ryan &
Lilian, a vast complex for sports and
public events; and the Classic Library,
which offers a diverse collection
of books and magazines of various
genres. The hotel is also famous
for its dining facilities, including its
premium buffet, Seascapes, which
offers the taste of the best and
the finest dishes from around the
world, and Ventanas, an authentic

Hotel Homers

051~750~8000

Hotel Aqua Palace

051~790~2300

Dawn Beach Hotel
Hotel lllua
Dongbusan Tourist Hotel
Hotel Flamingo
Kukje Tourist Hotel
Marianne Hotel

051~550~2100

Songdo Beach Hotel
Hotel Gwang Jang
Prime Tourist Hotel
Dongbang Tourist Hotel
Hillside Hotel
Las Vegas Tourist Hotel

Commodore Hotel Busan

051~466~9101

051~757~2500
051~463~5001~8
051~866~7400
051~930~1100
051~243~1001
051~328~2001
051~260~5007
051~743~2853

&RPIRUW+RWHOV

www.hotelnongshim.com

Like the name of the hotel, the unique structure of the
building—which represents a fresh take on the traditional
architecture— reminds onlookers of the shape of the
clean and white hats that naval officers wear.
The 314 rooms provide wide-angle views of the sea
of Busan. The ceiling of each floor is decorated with
traditional-style dancheong murals. The lotus-patterned
ceilings and floors, dragon-inserted corridors, and other
similar decorative elements surround guests with a
distinctive Korean aesthetic. Dining facilities on site include
Hangukgwan, which offers Korean food, as well as Viking
Buffet, which offers tastes of the best and the finestdishes
from around the world. Other amenities include the Health
Town, an indoor gym, pools, and saunas.

Castle Beach Hotel
Busan Arirang Tourist Hotel
Mirabo Tourist Hotel
Ibis Ambassador Busan
Tower Hill Hotel
Hotel Paragon
Busan Aventree Hotel
Hotel Foret

PLAN

051~752~3210
051~744~1331
051~727~9991~5
051~310~8500
051~642~1330
051~606~0600
Songjung Tourist Hotel 051~702~7766
Hotel Riviera Haeundae 051~740~2111
Busan Tourist Hotel
051~241~4301

THEME

23 Geumganggongwon-ro 20-beongil, Dongnae-gu

www.commodore.co.kr

051~801~9900

'HOX[H+RWHOV

Hotel Nongshim has long been famous in Korea for being part of Hurshimchung—
a “capital of hot spring baths.” In fact, the spot where the hotel is located has
been renowned for its medicinal hot springs, which drew royal families and
court officials during the period of the Silla Kingdom. The 240 rooms and diverse
amenities on the site ensure maximum comfort and leisure of the guests.
The hotel also provides distinct dining experiences through its Italian restaurant,
Ristorante, which offers dishes inspired by the Mediterranean cuisine and topquality steaks; and Hurshimchung Brau, which boast of beers created by the
brewmaster and uses malt imported from Germany. The hotel is also near the
Sajik Baseball Stadium, making it the perfect place for baseball lovers who want
to discover more of Busan.

151 Junggu-ro, Junggu

Best Western Busan UL Hotel

ACTION

Hotel Nongshim

START
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051~254~2000
051~464~3141
051~465~4011
051~552~9511
051~464~0443
051~206~0472

Busan Beach Hotel
051~231~0750~5
Utopia Hotel
051~757~1100
Plaza Hotel
051~463~5011
Benikea Press Hotel
051~611~0003
Ibis Ambassador Budget Busan Haeundae
051~901~1111

%XVLQHVV+RWHOV
Westin Chosun Hotel Busan

67 Dongbaek-ro, Haeundae-gu
twcb.echosunhotel.com

Hotel Noah
051~710~6777
Korea City Tourist Hotel 051~643~7788
Munhwa Oncheon Tourist Hotel
051~558~5505
Rio Tourist Hotel
051~645~3300
Clover Hotel
051~205~6611
Diamond Tourist Hotel 051~867~1100

&RQGR5HVLGHQFH
Kunoh Seacloud Hotel 051~933~4300
Paledecz
051~746~1010
Seacloud Hotel
051~933~1000
Hanwha Resorts
051~749~5500
Crown Harbor Hotel Busan 051~678~1000
Haeundae Glory Condominium 051~746~8181

Haeundae Centum Hotel 051~720~9000
Busan Tourism Organization Arpina
051~731~9800
Daewoo World Mark Haeundae
051~744~7162
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051~749~7000

051~634~3001
Lamer Hotel
UN Songdo Hotel
051~242~6635
Toyoko Inn Hotel Busan StationⅠ 051~466~1045
Toyoko Inn Hotel Busan StationⅡ 051~442~1045
Toyoko Inn Hotel Seomyeon 051~638~1045
Toyoko Inn Hotel HaeundaeⅠ 051~256~1045
Toyoko Inn Hotel HaeundaeⅡ 051~741~1045

PIT A PAT BUSAN!

With the Haeundae Beach right in front, Westin
Chosun Hotel Busan also offers an easy access to
the Nurimaru APEC House, the Dongbaekseom
Island, and the aquarium. The hotel’s 290 rooms
include 273 deluxe rooms, 10 suites, and 7
Korean-style rooms, from most of which guests
can enjoy a panoramic view of the Haeundae
and the ocean. Dining facilities on site include
Camellia, a buffet; O’Kim’s, an Irish-style pub and
restaurant; and Panorama Lounge, where guests
can enjoy drinks and snacks. Other amenities
include the members-only Beach Athletic Club,
pools, a sauna, a strength training center, a florist
shop, a drycleaner’s, and a hair salon.

